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Abstract
Depletion of fossil fuel reserves, increasing awareness of air pollution levels and continuous
rise in gasoline prices are some of the major drives that have been revolutionizing the
automotive industry since the last decade. These factors combined are causing conventional
automobiles with internal combustion engines (ICE) to be replaced with plugin vehicles.
The on-board rechargeable battery packs in plugin vehicles can be recharged by connecting
to the utility grid using a plug. The energy stored in the on-board battery packs has
attractive benefits for grid support, and this promotes the idea of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G).
V2G power transactions allow energy from the on-board battery packs to be sent back
to the utility grid for support in peak shaving and provide reactive power compensation.
One natural consequence that arises with the introduction of V2G is a sharp increase in
the need for high-performance power electronic interface between the utility grid and the
battery pack. Therefore, research on bidirectional battery chargers for plugin vehicles is
imperative in order to aid in the promotion of V2G. This thesis focuses on the design and
development in a two-stage level-two on-board bidirectional battery charger.
This research first conducts a literature review in existing bidirectional battery charger
topologies, and discusses the three standardized charging levels. Then, the specifications
of the developed battery charger are described. A detailed analysis in the electrical circuit
battery model is presented to characterize the steady-state and transient behaviours of
Li-ion, NiMH and lead-acid batteries.
With regards to the AC-DC converter design, it is important to choose an appropriate
converter topology and design a controller that is customized for a bidirectional battery
charger. Thus, this thesis presents three controller designs. Their performances are an-
alyzed and compared based on their ability to perform sinusoidal current waveshaping,
voltage regulation at the dc-link, and power factor control (not necessarily unity).
With regards to the DC-DC converter design, it is desirable to select a converter topol-
ogy that has low cost, high power capability, high efficiency, low weight and small volume.
Therefore, six different DC-DC converter topologies are analyzed and compared. Two
bidirectional battery charger designs are proposed.
Lastly, experimental results of a lab prototype of a full-bridge DC-DC converter are
provided. The experiment results demonstrate the operation of three modes of operation:
constant-current (CC) charging, constant-voltage (CV) charging and discharging as well
as bidirectional power transfer.
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Depletion of fossil fuel reserves, increasing awareness of air pollution levels and continuous
rise in gasoline prices are some of the major drives that have been revolutionizing the
automotive industry since the last decade. These factors combined are causing conventional
automobiles with internal combustion engines (ICE) to be replaced with newer and cleaner
technologies.
A report released in 2004 by U.S. Energy Information Administration indicates that
most, if not all, of Earth’s prolific petroleum basins are identified and are partially to near-
fully explored. Moreover, all or nearly all of largest oil fields are already in production [1].
To further extend the seriousness of this issue, this report also reveals that the demand
of the world crude oil has been growing at an annualized compound rate slightly over 2%
in recent years. The highest demand growth rate belongs to developing nations, such as
China, India, Africa and South America. At this rate of demand growth, it is expected
that by year 2037 the world’s conventional crude oil production will reach its peak at a
volume of 53.2 billion barrels per year [1].
Another report, written by Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Devel-
opment and Local Government of Australian Government, states that the world crude oil
production will reach its peak in 2016 [2]. After year 2016, the model is forecasting a “the
2017 drop-off”, which is a long decline in oil production beginning in 2017.
1
Despite the discrepancy predicted by various government bodies regarding the year
when the oil production will reach its peak, the fundamental issue is that the limited
supply of crude oil will not satisfy the increasing demand. Based on the economic model
in supply and demand, a continuing increase in oil prices can only be observed in the near
future. Figure 1.1 shows the average crude oil prices from year 1990 to present. It can





























Annual Average Crude Oil Prices
Figure 1.1: Annual average crude oil prices [3]
Other than the concerns of diminishing supply of reserve and increase in prices, some
serious adverse environmental effects are also associated with using oil as the main source
of energy. Burning fossil fuels creates carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions that contribute to
global warming, and other air pollutants like nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, volatile organic
2
compounds, and etc [4]. These substances are known as the greenhouse gases. According to
a publication by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, “greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions resulting from the provision of energy services have contributed significantly
to the historic increase in atmospheric GHG concentrations” [5]. This publication further
concludes that “Most of the observed increase in global average temperature since the mid-
20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas
concentrations.” [5]. Fossil fuel burning is also directly responsible for the formation of acid
rains and they are the most predominant contributors to environmental pollution, mainly
in the form of water pollution [4]. It is estimated that about 40% of deaths worldwide are
caused by water, air and soil pollution. Therefore, the soceity has an urgent need to shift
to using renewable energies in order to reduce oil dependency.
The number of vehicles worldwide surpassed 1 billion in 2010 and the United States
constitutes the largest vehicle population with 239.8 million of cars [6]. Conventional
automobiles with ICE consume one third of world’s oil production [7]. Being such a major
consumer of oil, it is imperative that the automotive industry shift to other powertrain
technologies to reduce oil consumption and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
One solution to shift away from using ICE’s is to electrify the vehicles. This implies
that part or all of the oil-powered powertrain of the car is replaced by electric propulsion
technology. Electrification has become more realizable with battery advancement to in-
crease power density and storage capability as well as the ability for faster charging time.
The roadmap to transitioning to having only all-electric vehicles on the road will be a
lengthy journey due to existing technology and infrastructure, and more importantly, the
general public’s reluctance to change. Nonetheless, the automotive industry and govern-
ment are actively promoting vehicle electrification by offering more plugin hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV) and electric vehicle (EV) models combined with government incentives to
lower the retail prices in order to attract consumer interest. More technical details about
PHEVs and EVs will be given in Section 1.2.1.
Vehicle electrification provides an effective solution for reducing fossil fuel dependency,
increasing environmental friendliness due to low tailpipe emissions and higher energy ef-
ficiency [8]. Batteries in PHEVs and EVs can also be recharged using renewable sources
of energy, such as solar, wind, and geothermal heat. However, vehicle electrification faces
some challenges, mostly related to the battery storage system. In general, the driving
range for EVs are much lower than those for ICE vehicles, the full recharging time of the
3
EV battery pack takes significantly longer than refuelling gasoline in an ICE car and the
current replacement cost for battery packs is still high. As a result, battery development
is one of the determining factors for mainstream market to accept PHEVs and EVs.
1.2 Background Information
1.2.1 Electric Vehicles and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles
An electric vehicle (EV) is a vehicle that utilizes rechargeable battery packs to power
one or more electric propulsion motors. These rechargeable battery packs can be refueled
either by directly connecting to the utility grid or by interfacing with a charging station.
Development of EVs was dated back in the 1800s; in fact, EVs were among the earliest
automobiles. However, due to the limitation of energy storage technology and the cost
of production at that time, EVs were being dominated by ICE vehicles. The drivetrain
in an EV is similar to that found in a conventional ICE vehicle, with both consisting
of transmission elements and propulsion unit. The major difference in their drivetrain
configurations lies in the propulsion unit; the ICE in a conventional vehicle is replaced by
electric motor(s) in EV drivetrain. Such configuration allows EVs to achieve zero tailpipe
emissions. However, similar transmission elements can be found in both types of vehicles,
namely the gearbox, differential, half-shafts and wheels. A typical layout of EV drivetrain
is shown in [9]. Examples of EVs that are currently in production include Nissan Leaf,
Ford Focus Electric and Tesla Roadster.
A plugin hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) is a hybrid vehicle that shares the charac-
teristic of a conventional hybrid vehicle with an ICE and an electric motor and that of
an all-electric vehicle to utilize a plug to recharge the on-board battery pack. PHEVs are
intended to act as a catalyst to form a smooth transition from conventional vehicles to
all-electric vehicles. Studies have shown that 80% of average Americans drive less than
40 miles per day [10]; thus, PHEVs are primarily designed to meet this daily driving re-
quirement with their on-board battery pack. In situations where extended driving range is
required, the reliability of PHEVs is secured through the on-board fuel tank and the ICE
to power the drivetrain.
The drivetrain of a PHEV has three possible configurations: parallel, series and series-
parallel. In parallel hybrid systems, both the ICE and electric motor are coupled together
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to drive the wheels. They are joined together by two axes in parallel, such that the speed
at each axis must be identical and their supplied torques are added together. In a series
configuration, the vehicle is only driven by an electric motor. The ICE is solely responsible
to drive an electric generator to charge the battery pack and is not coupled to the wheels.
Therefore, a series hybrid electric vehicle requires a larger battery pack. Currently, the
Chevrolet Volt uses this configuration. Lastly, the series-parallel configuration combines
the advantages and complications of series and parallel configurations. In this design, both
the ICE and electric motor can drive the wheels directly (similar to parallel configuration);
however, the ICE can be disconnected from the system so that only the electric motor
is coupled to the wheels (like in series configuration) [11]. The Toyota Prius Plug-in
Hybrid is an example that uses this design. Figures for he three different PHEV drivetrain
configurations are shown in [9].
1.2.2 Battery Chargers
One important component in an EV or PHEV is the battery charger. It acts as an interface
between the electrical source and the vehicle’s battery pack. Typically, this electrical source
is the utility grid for recharging EVs or PHEVs. Its main responsbility is to restore the
charge in the battery pack. The design of the battery charger plays a significant role in the
charging time of the battery pack and the quality of power that the battery pack receives.
It is desireable to minimize the charging time while maintaining the quality of power as
well as prolonging the battery pack’s lifetime.
1.2.3 Vehicle-to-Grid
Conventional electric power system infrastructure does not have any storage systems; the
generated power is transmitted and distributed continuously to meet the demands with
minimal idle time. It has been found that conventional vehicles are used for only 4%
of the time for daily commute [12]. Revealing this untapped idle time can lead to some
potential benefits. The unused energy stored in the on-board battery is excellent spinning
reserves for unexpected power peaks when the vehicle is not driven. This concept of feeding
power to the grid from the on-board battery pack is known as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G). Even
though V2G power transactions have not been realized to date, the idea has gained much
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interest from both academia and industry because the energy stored in the battery packs
has the advantages of quick response, low standby cost and low capital cost per kW.
Although peak shaving is viewed as the most attractive benefit of V2G, other potential
benefits that it can provide include voltage support, harmonic filtering and reactive power
compensation [13–15].
The concept for V2G is based on the principle that PHEVs and EVs will be charged
overnight when the power demand is low. During the day, particularly in the morning
and evening, the vehicles will be driven for their daily commutes, and will be plugged-in
during the time the vehicles are not driven. The discharging of the on-board battery pack
to the grid will depend on the grid load demand; however, it is predicted that V2G power
transfer will not be a day-to-day activity.
Obstacles for Implementing V2G
Despite the fact that of V2G can provide many potential benefits to the power system,
it also faces many obstacles and challenges before it can be fully implemented within the
current systems. These obstacles and challenges are summarized in this section.
Infrastructure upgrade: Upgrade to existing infrastructure is necessary to deploy V2G,
both on the utility grid side and household side. Existing power infrastructure is
designed to have unidirectional power flow where power is transmitted from the point
of generation to the distribution lines, and finally to the loads. High penetrations
of plugin vehicles with V2G power transactions may overload substation equipment,
such as transformers, and may cause power quality issues at the point of common
coupling. In both cases, infrastructure upgrade is required to secure a stable and
reliable system. Auxiliary upgrades in individual household are also required in
order to meet the ampere requirement for the battery charger as well as control
requirements. However, this leads to the “chicken and egg scenerio”. No utility would
want to spend millions of dollars to upgrade infrastructure without popular interest
from the public. On the other hand, no consumer would want to buy a plugin vehicle
if they are responsible to pay for the household infrastructure upgrades in order to
support V2G.
User control: Consumers should have the freedom to control their charging and dis-
charging preferences based on their schedules and needs. As a result, a standardized
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communication protocol must be established in order for a reliable bidirectional com-
munications to occur between the utility control centre and the vehicles. In this way,
consumers can select their willingness to participate in V2G transactions, as well as
the time frame and the amount of power they are willing to send back to the grid.
Battery degrades: Adding addition discharging cycles to the battery accelerates its end
of lifespan. Each battery is designed to only have a certain number of cycles, where
a cycle refers to a sequence in which a charged battery is discharged and then is
recharged. Currently, the price of the on-board battery pack still constitutes a sig-
nificant part of cost of the vehicle. Having V2G power transactions will likely cause
the frequency for battery replacement to increase, resulting in the need to replace
the battery pack during the lifetime of a PHEV or EV.
Incentives: Consumers’ acceptance of transitioning to plugin vehicle and the concept
of V2G heavily depends on the amount of incentives the government is providing.
For example, the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) program initiated by the Ontario government
in 2009 is an incentive-based policy designed to accelerate investment in renewable
energy technologies by offering stable prices under long-term contracts. Ever since,
it has successfully attracted many solar PV projects of various scales in Ontario. If
the government can initiate similar incentive program by offering higher prices for
V2G power, it will increase the pace that V2G is being implemented.
Round trip efficiency: The efficiency of V2G power transactions is a crucial concern
for its realization. Round trip efficiency refers to the overall energy conversion effi-
ciency of one cycle of charging the battery and discharging the battery. Suppose the
battery charger has an efficiency of 85% for charging or discharging, the round trip
efficiency would become 72.25% without considering the battery storage efficiency.
The multiplication of efficiency for each conversion stage accounts for the low over-
all round trip efficiency and may not be an attractive factor for implementing V2G
power transactions.
Charging stations: For plugin vehicle consumers, it is important to be able to charge
their vehicles efficiently and at their convenience. Currently, charging facilities for
plugin vehicle are very limited. Plugin vehicles are mainly confined to charging at
their households due to long charging time. As such, before V2G can be implemented,
charging stations must be made easily accessible and the charging time must be
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relatively short. This refueling setup should resemble the current availability of gas
stations and refueling time for conventional vehicles.
1.3 Research Objectives
A natural consequence with the introduction of V2G is a sharp increase in the need for high-
performance power electronic equipment, including bidirectional battery chargers. In the
thesis, the following objectives are going to be made to the advancements of bidirectional
battery charger design:
1) A bidirectional on-board battery charger for use in all platforms of plugin vehicles,
which minimizes volume, weight and cost with the detailed specifications outlined in
Chapter ??.
2) A comprehensive battery model that aids in the simulation of the battery charger, as
well as experiment procedures that can extract battery model parameters for lithium-ion
and lead-acid batteries.
3) A complete prototype of a full-bridge DC-DC converter to verify the performance and
characteristics with the simulation results
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized into eight chapters and two appendices. Chapter 1 has given an
introduction to plugin vehicles and V2G power transactions, as well as the motivation
for bidirectional battery charger research. Chapter 2 describes the different charging lev-
els and performs a literature review on existing bidirectional battery charger topologies.
Chapter 3 outlines the specifications of the bidirectional battery charger, and presents a
battery model that can be used to model the transient and steady-state behaviour for these
three types of batteries. This chapter also derives the general formulas for calculating the
equivalent impedance of a battery pack. Chapter 4 discusses the topology selection for the
AC-DC converter in the battery charger. In addition, this chapter formulates, analyzes and
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compares three different controllers for the AC-DC converter. Chapter 5 compares six dif-
ferent DC-DC converters that are potential candidates for the battery charger, and presents
the simulation results for two completed bidirectional battery charger designs. Chapter 6
presents the experimental results of the full-bridge DC-DC converter lab prototype. Lastly,
the conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 7. Appendix A provides the ex-
perimental procedures to extract parameters for the battery model. Appendix B provides
implementation details for the lab prototype.
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Chapter 2
Charging Levels and Existing
Bidirectional Charger Topologies
2.1 Charging Levels
Battery chargers for plugin vehicles are commonly categorized by their level of charging.
The charging level is a key factor that determines the time needed to charge a plugin vehicle
battery pack and the type of charging interface required. Three levels of charging are
standardized, known as Level 1, Level 2 and DC (Level 3) charging. Further explanations
for each charging level are provided in this section and their characteristics are summarized
in Table 2.1.
2.1.1 Level 1 Charging
Level 1 charging is the lowest charging level out of the three levels. This level of charging
uses a standard electrical outlet, i.e., a single-phase, 120V AC supply with 12-16A maxi-
mum continuous current. Depending on the battery type and capacity, it can take up to 30
hours to fully recharge a plugin vehicle battery pack. As an example, an EV with a 24kWh
battery will require approximately 20 hours to fully charge the battery from zero charge
at the rate of 10A. Level 1 charging may not be a preferred means of charging because
of its long recharging time, which can reduce performance [16]. However, because level 1
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charging only requires standard electrical outlet, this avoids upgrade to current household
electrical infrastructure and allows the battery charger to be on-board.
2.1.2 Level 2 Charging
Level 2 charging uses a 240V, single-phase or three-phase AC supply, with up to 80A of con-
tinuous current. This charging level requires an EVSE (electric vehicle supply equipment)
and is more ideal for overnight charging. Depending on the battery type and capacity, level
2 charging can charge an EV in 4-8 hours. For example, an EV equipped with a 24kWh
battery and a 240V/30A EVSE will require approximately 7 hours to fully recharge from
zero charge at the rate of 14.5A.
2.1.3 Level 3 Charging (DC Charging)
Level 3 charging, better known as DC charging, is the highest standardized charging level.
It uses a 480V DC supply with up to 160A of current. DC charging dramatically reduces
the charging time; it is possible to fully charge an EV battery in as little as 10 minutes at the
rate of 160A. However, the power level required for DC charging is beyond the capacity of
those utility transformers that serve residential areas, and as such, in order to accommodate
this level of charging, utility infrastructure upgrades are required. Furthermore, a battery
charger using DC charging can only be in an off-board configuration because of the power
equipment it demands.
Table 2.1: Charging standards
Charging Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 (DC Charging)
Type AC AC DC
Phase Single Single / Three -
Voltage 120V 208-240V 480VDC
Current 12-16A 80A 100A+
Structure On-board On-board Charging Station
Charging Time 8-30 hours 4-8 hours as little as 10 minutes
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2.2 Literature Review of On-Board Bidirectional Bat-
tery Charger Topologies
V2G power transactions cannot be facilitated without a bidirectional battery charger. The
characteristics of a battery charger are strongly linked to the charging time and the quality
of power [17, 18]. On-board chargers are the preferred configuration for plugin vehicles
because of their suitability for household charging. Other than level of charging, on-board
battery chargers are also classified by their structures, either as single-stage topology (with
an AC-DC converter interfacing the battery pack with the grid) or two-stage topology (with
an AC-DC converter on the grid-side, cascaded with a DC-DC converter on the battery-
side). Regardless of the charger structure type, any bidirectional charger topology must be
able to realize unity power factor at the grid interface and produce a regulated dc voltage.
In this section, a review of on-board battery charger topologies reported in literature is
presented.
2.2.1 Single-Stage Topologies
Single-stage topology offers the simplest structure for a battery charger with the lowest
component count. Figure 2.1 shows the basic block diagram of a single-stage battery
charger configuration. When compared with two-stage topology, this configuration is at-
tractive due to to reduced volume and weight of the battery charger and increased efficiency
as a result of reduced switching losses. The most common bidirectional topologies used
in single-stage chargers are half-bridge, full-bridge and multilevel converters. Different
variations of each topology have been developed and extensively reviewed in [19]. Despite








Figure 2.1: Single-stage battery charger configuration
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Half-Bridge AC-DC Converter
This topology, shown in Figure 5.3, is the simplest of all bidirectional AC-DC converters.
It utilizes two controllable switches to achieve boost conversion from ac side to dc side [20].
It is capable of operating with sinusoidal current of unity power factor and producing a
regulated dc voltage. The controllable switches are controlled to generate a two-level PWM
waveform varying between VDC/2 and −VDC/2 between the middle points of the switch leg
and capacitor leg. The drawbacks of this topology are high voltage stress on the switches
(equal to the dc-side voltage) and the fact that the current rating of the switches has to be
equal to the peak value of the sinusoidal current. The two capacitors on the dc-side must
also be large enough to allow the regulation of the dc voltage with low ripple contents.
However, large size capacitors add weight and increase the size of the charger.
For unity power factor operation, the controller of a half-bridge converter has to produce
a sinusoidal current reference waveform that is either in phase or 180◦ out of phase with the
utility voltage depending on the intended direction of power flow. In addition, the output
dc voltage must also be maintained at a desired level. In order to achieve this, the error
between the dc-side voltage and its reference signal is passed through a PI controller and
multiplied by a signal derived from the sinusoidal source voltage to produce the current
reference [21]. This current reference is compared with the actual current to produce the










Figure 2.2: Half-bridge AC-DC converter
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Full-Bridge AC-DC Converter
From the complexity point of view, a full-bridge AC-DC converter falls between the half-
bridge and multilevel converters. With proper control, a three-level PWM waveform can
be generated that assumes 0 and ±VDC , i.e., twice that in a half-bridge converter. Conse-
quently, for the same power level, the switch current can be one-half of that in a half-bridge
converter, making it more suitable for high power applications. The full-bridge converter
is inherently a boost rectifier with power factor correction capability. A large capacitor
is generally needed on the dc-side to reduce the ripple contents. Figure 2.3 shows the
full-bridge converter topology.
The output dc voltage of the full-bridge converter contains a low frequency harmonic
component at twice the grid frequency because of the imbalance between the input ac
power and output dc power. Additional filters, such as active filter and notch filter [22],
may be needed to filter out this harmonic component since it may create ripples that are
too high to apply to the battery.
The controller for the full-bridge converter functions in a manner identical to that
described for half-bridge converter. The only difference is that the two legs of the full-
bridge converter can be controlled using PWM with either bipolar voltage switching or









Figure 2.3: Full-bridge AC-DC converter
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Multilevel PWM AC-DC Converter
Another type of boost AC-DC converter is the multilevel PWM converter. This topology
offers advantages over the previous two topologies in terms of low voltage stresses on the
switches, reduced switching losses due to reduced switching frequency, reduced harmonics,
higher power factor on ac-side and better regulated, ripple-free dc-side voltage. Multilevel
converters are suitable for high-power, high-voltage applications. The drawbacks include
control complexity and high power circuit cost, making it difficult to justify for applications
where one charging level is desired.
Four different single-phase three-level PWM AC-DC converters based on the half-bridge
converter have been reported [23–26]. All of these converters are capable of regulating a
dc-side voltage, as well as drawing sinusoidal current and achieving unity power factor on
the ac side. These four converter topologies are briefly described in the following.
Diode Clamped Converter The diode clamped topology [23] is shown in Figure 2.4(a).
Each switch experiences a voltage stress of VDC/2. An outer control loop control regulates
the dc voltage and an inner control loop guarantees a high-quality sinusoidal current and
a unity power factor at the interface of the utility grid. Experimental results from a lab
prototype show that an efficiency of 90% and a power factor of 0.998 at the power level of
900W have been achieved.
Switched Clamped Converter The switched clamped topology [24] is shown in Fig-
ure 2.4(b). Two switches in this topology have a voltage rating of VDC/2 and the other two
switches have a voltage stress of VDC . The control scheme is similar to the one described
for the diode clamped topology, except that hysteresis current control is employed in the
inner loop to track the reference current. A power factor of 0.999 and an efficiency of 89%
have been reported by [24].
Capacitor Clamped Converter A flying capacitor is adopted in the capacitor clamped
topology proposed in [25], as shown in Figure 2.4(c). All four switches in this circuit have
a voltage rating of VDC/2. The overall control scheme for this converter is identical to
that presented in [24] for the switched clamped topology. Experimental results from a lab
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prototype indicate an efficiency of 86% with close to unity power factor under at 1kW
power level [25].
Other Multilevel Converters Figure 2.4(d) shows the novel single-phase three-level
topology based on the half-bridge converter proposed in [26]. Similar to the switched
clamped topology, two switches have a voltage rating of VDC/2 while the other two switches
are rated at VDC . This topology uses double boost operation, meaning that the dc voltage
produced is greater than twice the peak of the utility voltage. This poses limitation to the
voltage level of the battery connected on the dc-side. The two-loop control approach can
be applied to this converter. Based on the experimental results, a power factor of 0.994
can be achieved [26].
Other bidirectional three-level converters with higher number of switches as well as a


















































Figure 2.4: Multilevel AC-DC converters
Isolated AC-DC Converter
Galvanic isolation can be a desirable feature for a plugin vehicle charger due to safety rea-
sons [27]. A single-stage isolated bidirectional charger is introduced in [28]. The proposed
converter, illustrated in Figure 2.5, combines two active bridges with an intermediate high-
frequency ac link and a series resonant tank. The high-frequency ac link increases power
density and the presence of resonant tank results in soft-switching operation. The high
frequency transformer provides isolation and voltage level scaling. The capacitor on the
grid side acts as an input filter to suppress the current ripples at the switching frequency.
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The control technique proposed in [28] uses a square wave modulation on the grid-side
active bridge while the modulation signal for battery-side active bridge is phase-shifted by
an angle varying between −90◦ to 90◦ with respect to the first modulation signal to allow
bidirectional power flow. Unity power factor can be achieved with this control scheme.
The battery-side dc current has high ripple contents at twice the line frequency. The
magnitude of this ripple content is too high for the battery; thus, additional filtering on the
battery side is necessary to reduce the ripples. This results in increase in overall volume
and weight of the charger.










Figure 2.5: Single-stage isolated battery charger
2.2.2 Two-Stage Topologies
Most of the existing bidirectional plugin vehicle battery chargers reported in literature em-
ploy a two stages power conversion topology. Such configuration combines a bidirectional
AC-DC converter with a bidirectional DC-DC converter. Figure 2.6 shows a simplified
block diagram of this scheme. Two-stage topologies can generally support more than one
charging level with improved performance in comparison to single-stage topologies. In this












Figure 2.6: Two-stage charger configuration
Full-Bridge AC-DC and Two-Quadrant Buck-Boost
A single-phase full-bridge AC-DC converter combined with a two-quadrant buck-boost DC-
DC converter (Figure 2.7) is a popular topology for the bidirectional on-board charger [13–
15,29–31]. Extensive research has been performed to understand the characteristics of these
converters, leading to many sophisticated control techniques have been developed [32–35],
making this two-stage topology a favourable choice.
The AC-DC converter is responsible for ac-side current waveshaping, power factor cor-
rection and regulating the dc-link voltage, while the DC-DC converter controls the charging
and discharging current of the battery through buck and boost operations. These chargers,
even though relatively easy to design and implement, are challenged by the dc-link voltage
ripple content at twice the grid frequency.
The control schemes discussed in [29, 30] are very similar. A rather slow outer loop














Two-Quadrant Buck-BoostFull-Bridge AC- DC
Figure 2.7: Two-stage charger: full-bridge AC-DC + two-quadrant buck-boost
Split-Phase Three-Leg AC-DC Converter and Two-Quadrant Buck-Boost
Figure 2.8 illustrates a two-stage charger designed specifically for an American house-
hold [36, 37]. A split-phase three-leg AC-DC converter is connected to the split-phase
transformer at the main input panel on the grid-side and a two-quadrant buck-boost
converter is used on the battery-side. Similar to the full-bridge converter, a harmonic
component at twice the line frequency appears in the dc-link voltage.
The controller for the three-leg converter operates based on the same principle as the
controller for the full-bridge converter. However, [36] proposes using a 2nd order notch filer
tuned at 120Hz in the voltage feedback loop to remove the low-frequency harmonics in the
reference current. Moreover, a Proportional + Resonant (PR) controller is utilized in the























Two-Quadrant Buck-Boost Split-Phase Three-Leg
Figure 2.8: Two-stage charger: split-phase three-leg AC-DC + two-quadrant buck-boost
Full-Bridge AC-DC Converter and Dual Active Bridge DC-DC Converter
Conventional two-stage topologies connect the two converters via a high-voltage electrolytic
capacitor to filter out dc-link voltage and to provide the necessary buffering. High-voltage
electrolytic capacitors are not suitable for on-board chargers because of their bulkiness and
their short lifetime. Newer charger designs aim to reduce the size of the dc-link capacitor
through implementing novel control strategies [38]. The topology shown in Figure 2.9
incorporates two existing converter topologies: full-bridge AC-DC converter and a dual-
active bridge (DAB) DC-DC converter. The DAB converter is chosen for its extra galvanic
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Figure 2.9: Two-stage charger: full-bridge AC-DC and DAB DC-DC
Commonly, the AC-DC converter regulates the dc voltage and provides power factor
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correction, while the DC-DC converter controls the charging and discharging of the battery.
Since the current reference is difficult to define in the DAB, novel control strategies propose
that the roles of the controllers be switched. Consequently, the controller for the DAB is
now responsible for regulating the dc-link voltage, whereas the controller of the full-bridge
becomes a current regulator. This eliminates low-frequency ripple content in the dc link
and considerably reduces the capacitor size. However, this advantage is achieved at the
price of added cost and weight of the switches in the DAB.
2.2.3 Integrated Topologies
In classical plugin vehicle configurations, the inverter used for traction is separate from
the battery charger. However, it can be observed in Figure 2.10 that both the battery
charger and the traction require a bidirectional AC-DC converter, and since plugin vehicles
cannot be driven and charged at the same time, it may be possible to satisfy these two
functionalities by using only one AC-DC converter. Similarly, since the battery charger
and the auxiliary power unit both require a DC-DC converter, it may be also worthwhile to
combine these into one bidirectional DC-DC converter. With this vision in mind, integrated
battery chargers aim to take advantage of the existing power electronics in a plugin vehicle
to reduce the component count, and thus the volume, weight and cost. A review of the
integrated topologies will be presented in this section.






















Figure 2.10: Classical plugin vehicle configuration
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Integrated AC-DC and DC-DC Converter
The idea of integrating the battery charger with the high voltage (HV) bus of plugin
vehicle was first proposed in [39] in 2009. The original design cascades a diode rectifier
with a modified buck-boost converter. Much of the pioneer work was dedicated to the
modified buck-boost converter design, which supports three modes of operation: plug-
in charging, battery discharge to high-voltage dc bus and regenerative braking charging
from the HV bus. However, the use of a diode rectifier prevents V2G power flow. A
more comprehensive solution to support bidirectionality is presented in [40]. As shown in
Figure 2.11, a three-level PWM AC-DC converter is adopted on the grid-side for its ability
to achieve close-to-zero current harmonics and unity power factor. This integrated charger
reduces the number of high-current inductors.
Current mode PWM control is adopted for controlling the charger. The details of
operation are explained in [41]. The charger does not utilize any switching devices to
configure the circuitry for different operating mode; therefore, careful coordination of the



























Three-Level AC-DC Modified Bidirectional Buck-Boost
Figure 2.11: Integrated charger: three-level AC-DC + modified buck-boost DC-DC
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Integrated Charger using AC Motor Windings
An integrated topology reported in [42] utilizes the AC motor windings in a plugin vehicle
to realize the AC-DC part of the charger. The integrated topology is composed of three full-
bridge PWM converters for grid-side connection and traction control, and a two quadrant
buck-boost converter for dc-side management. Figure 2.12 shows the proposed integrated
charger. It is possible to interface this integrated charger with both single-phase and three-
phase utility grids. Most of the size reduction is realized through the use of the inductances
in the motor windings for filtering purpose. This integrated charger can achieve unity power
factor.
The proposed integrated charger is a non-isolated solution. Although the hardware
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Figure 2.12: Integrated charger using AC motor windings
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Integrated Charger Based on Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine
Permanent-magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) are a favourable choice as a traction mo-
tor for electric vehicles owing to their high efficiency and ruggedness [43–45]. An integrated
charger system including a PMSM is reported in [46]. Figure 2.13 displays a simple block
diagram of the proposed system. This topology contains a three-phase full-bridge AC-DC
converter and a bidirectional DC-DC converter. It supports five operating modes: (a)
boost power transfer from battery to high voltage bus, (b) regenerative braking charging
of battery, (c) plug-in charging of battery, (d) standalone inverter, and (e) power delivery
from battery to grid.
This charger reduces the number of inductors and eliminates current transformers.
However, the efficiency of the proposed charger is slightly lower than its unidirectional
version due to extra conduction losses. Simulation results show that sinusoidal currents










Figure 2.13: System diagram of proposed integrated charger based on PMSM
Integrated Charger Based on Induction Motor
An integrated charger based on an induction machine is reported in [47]. This integrated
charger uses a novel Eight-Switch Inverter (ESI) and an interleaved DC-DC converter.
Figure 2.14 illustrates this integrated charger. The ESI has four operating modes: (a) DC-
AC converter, (b) three-phase PWM AC-DC rectifier for transferring power from induction
motor to dc link, (c) single-phase PWM DC-AC inverter for delivering power from the
battery back to the grid, and (d) single-phase DC-AC inverter for delivering power from
the battery pack to the grid.
Four control strategies are analyzed with this integrated charger: (a) indirect field-
oriented controller (IFOC) to decouple the torque and flux currents and effectively control
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each current component independently, (b) indirect field-oriented control (IFOC) based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO) to optimize the flux level in the induction motor, (c)
dual-loop control for DC-DC converter, and (d) Proportional-Resonant control (PRC) for
battery charging and discharging to the grid. Simulation results show that the integrated
charger is capable of unity power factor operation.
The proposed integrated charger implements a complex controller. However, it fully
utilizes the induction machine leakage inductances in the charger circuit. No switching


















Figure 2.14: Integrated charger using a novel ESI AC-DC and a dual-phase interleaved
DC-DC
Integrated Charger Based Different Winding Arrangements
Different motor configurations and winding arrangements can constitute novel integrated
charger topologies. One isolated solution using an interior permanent magnet synchronous
motor (IPMSM) was initially reported in [48]. The novel idea is to introduce a device
called the motor/generator set, which acts as a motor in traction mode and as an isolated
generator/transformer in charging mode. The practical implementation of the proposed
integrated charger using a 6 pole, 1kW, split-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM) is described in [49]. Due the motor windings, this charger is only suitable for
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three-phase utility voltage. However, single-phase solution is possible depending on the
machine type and winding configuration [50].
2.2.4 Summary
An on-board bidirectional battery charger is an important component for plugin vehicles
when supporting V2G is intended. In summary, battery chargers are generally classified
under two main categories: single-stage and two-stage. Single-stage topologies are simple,
but are limited to level 1 charging. Two-stage topologies are more suitable for high-voltage
charging and achieve better performance with a tradeoff in size and weight. Integrated
topologies are a special type of two-stage topologies, which aim to reduce component
count by taking existing power electronics in motor drives and electric machine windings
in the plugin vehicle for constructing the charging system.
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Chapter 3
Design Criteria and Battery Model
3.1 Design Criteria
The proposed bidirectional battery charger will be designed to meet all the design criteria
outlined in this chapter. The criteria were drafted to improve the user experience for
plugin vehicle consumers, to enhance the performance of plugin vehicles, and to satisfy
V2G power transactions.
1) On-board configuration
The bidirectional battery charger under study is meant for on-board applications. On-
board charger offers more flexibility in terms of charging locations, since the vehicle owner
is not restricted to charge the battery pack at charging stations only. Many regions and/or
countries currently do not have established charging station networks. As a result, having
an on-board charger for plugin vehicles is a more favourable solution as it allows household
charging. However, with on-board chargers, the size and weight should be minimized.
Larger size and greater weight cause detrimental effect on the fuel efficiency and driving
range of the plugin vehicle. One of the objectives of the novel design is to employ an
on-board charger configuration, while keeping size and weight at a minimum.
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2) Level 2 charging
The novel battery charger is to be designed for level 2 charging. Even though consumers
are able to recharge their plugin vehicles at their households using an on-board charger
configuration, the consumers should also be able to fully recharge the battery packs from
zero charge overnight and be able to drive their vehicles in the morning. Due to the
lengthy charging time associated with level 1 charging, this level of charging is not suitable
for charging a battery pack intended for overnight charging and being ready for daily
commute. On the other hand, although DC charging provides a solution for fast charging,
its charging power level is too high for safe operation in a household. Even if DC charging is
safe in a residential environment, expensive infrastructure upgrade is needed for household
adoption. In compromising the advantages and shortfalls of level 1 and DC charging, a
charger with level 2 charging capability provides the most suitable alternative. Level 2
charging is capable of refueling an empty battery pack in 4-8 hours, which is acceptable
for overnight charging. In addition, adopting level 2 charging in a household requires
less equipment upgrades than that of DC charging and the upgrade expenses fall in an
affordable range for a general household.
3) Two-stage topology structure
The intended battery charger has a two-stage topology. Although single-stage topolo-
gies feature smaller size and weight, their inadequacy to support level 2 or DC charging
poses a limitation. This makes the two-stage topologies the better option. Although in-
tegrated topologies are categorized under two-stage topologies, they are not considered
here. Integrated topologies are highly dependent on the vehicle drivetrain configuration
and the electric motor type, and are generally designed exclusively for a particular vehicle
model. This design restriction violates the objective of an all-platform bidirectional battery
charger.
4) 300V battery pack
The battery charger is designed for a plugin vehicle that carries a battery pack with a
nominal voltage of 300V. This nominal voltage is selected based on observing different
popular PHEVs and EVs currently in the market. Table 3.1 shows the battery pack’s
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nominal voltages and total capacities for Nissan Leaf, Chevrolet Volt and Toyota Prius
Plug-In Hybrid. The nominal voltage and capacitor of the battery pack under consideration
is taken to be equal to those of Chevrolet Volt, i.e. 300V and 16kWh, respectively.




Nissan Leaf [51] Laminated lithium-ion 360 24
Chevrolet Volt [52] Lithium-ion 300 16
Toyoto Prius Plug-In Hybrid [53] Lithium-ion 207.2 4.4
5) Power factor control capability
The battery charger must be able to send power back to the grid with unity power fac-
tor as required by IEEE Standard 1547 - IEEE Standard for Interconnecting Distributed
Resources with Electric Power Systems [54]. In addition, the charger should also have
the capability to realize reactive power compensation as this is one of the most attractive
benefits of V2G. In order to satisfy these two requirements, the controller of the battery
charger should be able to control the desired power factor at the interface of the charger
with the utility grid.
3.2 Design Process Overview
The design of the bidirectional battery charger will begin with developing a battery model
that can form a good representation of the transient and steady-state characteristics appli-
cable to most popular plugin vehicle battery chemistries. A well-developed battery model
is a critical milestone in the design process because it not only provides dynamics charac-
teristics of the battery pack, but also provides feedback on the performance of the battery
charger. This feedback can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the charger as well as
the power quality at its interface with the grid. Although the battery model’s ability to
accurately predict the behaviour of the battery is an important asset, the battery model
should also be simulation-friendly. Most of the initial development of the battery charger
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will be done in a simulation environment; therefore, the model should be easily adapted
to a variety of power electronic simulation programs.
The design of battery charger will be split into two stages. First, the AC-DC converter
on the grid-side will be developed. This will include choosing an appropriate topology
along with developing appropriate an control technique for the selected topology. Second,
the DC-DC converter on the battery-side will be designed. Similar to the previous design
stage, some bidirectional DC-DC converter topologies will be examined, and one or more
topologies that are most suitable options for this application will be identified. Control
technique for the DC-DC converter will also be investigated. Once the initial design work
for the two stages is completed, they will be combined to validate their functionalities as
a single unit in simulation.
If the designed battery charger satisfies all the specifications and simulation results
reveal acceptable performance, the final step is to implement a lab prototype of the charger
for proof of concept as well as to verify the performance of the charger.
3.3 Battery Types
A sophisticated energy storage system is essential for a plugin vehicle. It plays a sig-
nificant role in the vehicle’s driving range and price. When evaluating energy storage
systems for automotive applications, there are several performance metrics that need to be
considered: storage capacity, charge/discharge rate, specific energy and power, operating
voltage, self-discharge rate, cycle life, state-of-charge and state-of-health [16]. Capacity
refers to the amount of charge a battery can store. Charge/discharge rate is the power
acceptance/delivery capability of a battery. Specific energy and power are the battery’s ca-
pacity and discharge rate divided by the per unit mass, respectively. A higher value means
better performance per unit kilogram. Self-discharge rate refers the rate of capacity loss
when the battery is idle. Cycle life is the number of times the battery can be charged and
depleted. State-of-charge (SOC) denotes the amount of charge remaining in the battery,
usually given as a percentage of the total capacity. Lastly, state-of-health is the present
storage capacity as a percentage of the capacity at the beginning of life. This is strongly
affected by aging and the manner in which the battery is operated in an application.
There are three types of energy storage systems that are commonly used in plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles and all-electric vehicles; they are lead-acid batteries, nickel-metal
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hydride batteries (NiMH) and lithium-ion (Li-ion)batteries. An overview of performance
and estimated cost of each chemistry is provided in Table 3.2 [55]. In this section, the
characteristics of each of the three battery chemistries will be briefly described and their
suitability for use in plugin vehicles will be discussed.
Table 3.2: Performance and cost overview of different battery chemistries [55]
Battery Specific Specific Cell Self- Cycle Life Cost
Chemistry Energy Power Voltage discharge [@80% DoD*] Estimation
[Wh/kg] [W/kg] [V] [%/Month] [$/kWh] [$/kW]
Lead-Acid 20-40 300 2.1 4-8 200 150 10
NiMH 40-60 500-1300 1.2 20 >2500 500 20
Li-ion 100-200 800-3000 3.6 1-5 <2500 800 50-75
*DoD (Depth-of-Discharge) is the SOC level to which the battery is discharged.
3.3.1 Lead-Acid Batteries
Lead-acid batteries are the oldest type of rechargeable battery and are currently used in all
internal combustion engine vehicles for ancillary loads. They are a type of wet cell battery
and usually contain a mild solution of sulfuric acid in an open container [56]. The name,
lead-acid, originates from using lead electrodes and acid electrolyte to generate electricity.
Due to their mature technology, high availability and low cost, lead-acid batteries have
dominated the automotive industry in the past few decades. However, plugin vehicles
demand a much larger energy storage system than conventional vehicles, but the low en-
ergy density found in lead-acid batteries would result in a heavy and bulky battery pack.
Therefore, lead-acid batteries are not an ideal choice for use in plugin vehicle energy stor-
age systems. Furthermore, lead-acid batteries produce dangerous gases while being used
and a risk of explosion when overcharged; this poses a safety hazard for the consumers.
Therefore, newer models of plugin vehicles have stopped using lead-acid batteries in their
form of energy storage systems.
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3.3.2 Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries
Nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries have a much longer life cycle than lead-acid bat-
teries, with a reasonable specific energy, and contain no toxic metals. These combined
positive characteristics had made them widely use in hybrid electric vehicles.
Nonetheless, NiMH batteries are challenged by their high cost, high self-discharge rate
and the need to control hydrogen loss [57]. Owing to the nature of chemistry, it is unlikely
that there will be any great increase in specific energy or power with future research.
Consequently, NiMH batteries appear not to be the perfect candidate for use in plugin
vehicles where high energy storage capacity is necessary.
3.3.3 Lithium-Ion Batteries
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are widely considered as the best candidate for energy storage
systems in plugin vehicles. These batteries have high specific energy, high specific power,
high energy efficiency and low self-discharge [57], making them a great promise in use for
plugin vehicles.
The theory behind Li-ion batteries is simple; during discharge, lithium ions in the
battery cell move from the negative electrodes to the positive electrodes, and these ions
travel in the reverse direction when charging. Many variations of Li-ion batteries are
available, such as lithium-ion polymer, lithium vanadium oxide, lithium iron phosphate,
and Nanophosphate, which is proprietary to A123 Systems [58].
The most common charging method for Li-ion batteries is the constant-current constant
voltage (CC-CV) charging scheme. The battery cells are first charged in CC scheme where
a constant charging current is applied to the cells until a rated terminal voltage per cell
is reached. Then a CV charging scheme is adopted by applying a manufacturer rated
cell voltage multiplied by the number of series cells across the terminals. The charging
procedure halts when the current reaches to a very small value, indicating 100% SOC.
Regardless of the many technologies found in Li-ion batteries, there are several chal-
lenges that these batteries are facing in automotive applications. Li-ion batteries are
expensive in comparison with other types of batteries. They have shorter life span com-
pared to NiMH batteries owing to their lower number of life cycles in their life time. This
is the reason why research has been ongoing in attempt to reduce the cost and extend
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their useful life. There are also safety concerns when using Li-ion batteries since they
can experience thermal runaway without proper control schemes. An aggressive thermal
management system is required to keep this risk to a minimum.
3.4 Battery Model
It is important when simulating the battery charger to have a battery model to represent
the non-linear behaviour of the battery chemistry. For this reason, it is wise to choose
a battery model that is friendly to simulate with other electrical circuits and systems,
but also provides sufficient behavioural information about the battery. Consequently, the
electrical circuit model has been chosen as the battery model to be used for all three
vehicular battery chemistries (lead-acid, NiMH and Li-ion) due to its ability to provide a
good balance of complexity and accuracy for power electronic designs.
Figure 3.1 shows the equivalent electrical circuit battery model. It is a modified version
based of the model proposed in [59]. The main differences are in that the modified model
disregards the battery self-discharge rate and also directly relates thate open-circuit voltage
(VOC) to the %SOC using coulomb counting through the current feedback, which are
important in understanding the characteristic of a battery. However, both the equivalent
electrical circuit battery model and the model proposed in [59] are capable of capturing
the I-V characteristics of the battery cells.
The electrical network in the modified battery model, which consists of a series resistor
and two parallel RC networks, is responsible for the transient response of the battery
cell. The series resistor, Rseries, characterizes the instantaneous voltage drop in the step
response. The two RC networks, i.e., RtransientS - CtransientS and RtransientL - CtransientL
represent the short and long time constants of the step response respectively. Lastly, Ibatt




























Figure 3.1: Equivalent electrical circuit battery model
The remaining part of the model calculates the VOC of the battery cell or pack based
on the %SOC at any instance of time. The battery current is measured and integrated
to find the change in electric charge in coulombs. This change in electric charge is added
to the initial charge, which is equivalent to the final charge value from previous use, to
obtain the present amount of electric charge in the battery. This value is then divided
by the maximum amount of charge that the battery can store to get the battery %SOC.
The lookup table converts the %SOC to the VOC of a single battery cell based on the
charging/discharge current for the battery as well as based on the assumption that battery
cells are balanced from %SOC point of view. The VOC per cell is multiplied by the number
cells in series in order to get the overall VOC .
3.4.1 Model Parameters
Model parameters, i.e., Rseries and resistances and capacitances of the two RC networks,
are all functions of SOC. These functions can be extracted experimentally. The purpose
of such experiment is to collect datapoints of terminal voltage at various %SOC levels
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in order to extract a single-variable function for each model parameter. The theoretical
concepts behind battery model extraction and the role of each parameter will be explained
in this section. This explanation assumes that the battery temperature is controlled and
maintained at a certain value by the battery management system. The actual experiment
procedures are described in Appendix A.
Transient Response Parameters
Series resistor, Rseries, is responsible for the instantaneous rise or drop of the terminal
voltage in the step response. When a battery begins to recover from being discharged, it
would experience an instantaneous voltage rise. On the contrary, when the battery begins
to recover from being charged, it would experience an instantaneous voltage drop. Rseries
at a particular %SOC level can be calculated using equation (3.1). Variable V0 is the
initial terminal voltage before the battery undergoes any interruption. Variable V1 is the
terminal voltage after the instantaneous rise or drop of terminal voltage and Ibatt is the





The behaviour of the two RC network is characterized by the battery terminal voltage
when the battery is recovering from an interruption. The typical transient responses of a
battery during charging and discharging are shown in Figure 3.2. The recovery periods are
enclosed by the double head arrows. During this period the battery should be undisturbed
so that it can recover its unavailable capacity. While the battery is recovering from being
discharged, the battery terminal voltage would rise exponentially, similar to a charging
capacitor, and its behavior is defined by equation (3.2a) [60]. In the case where the battery
is recovering from being charged, its voltage profile is similar to that of a discharging
capacitor and this decaying behaviour is described by equation (3.2b) [60].
Vterminal =
{
a · (1− exp−b·t) + c · (1− exp−d·t) + e , discharging (3.2a)
a · (exp−b·t) + c · (exp−d·t) + e , charging (3.2b)
In equations 3.2a) and (3.2b), variable e is the battery terminal voltage at the beginning
of the resting phase after the instantaneous rise or drop of voltage, which is labeled as
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V1 in Figure 3.2. Variables b and d represent the short- and long-term time constants,
respectively. These variables, along with variables a and c are determined from least-
square curve fitting. Variable I is the charging or discharging current measured at the
battery cell’s terminal. The procedures for curve fitting are outlined in Appendix A. At
a given %SOC, Rseries and the RC networks’ resistances and capacitances can be derived

















Once there are enough known values collected for the transient parameters at various
% SOC levels, their single-variable functions can be generated. These functions are of the
form shown in equations (3.7)-(3.11).
Rseries[SOC] = a0 · exp(−a1 · SOC) + a2 (3.7)
RtransientS [SOC] = b0 · exp(−b1 · SOC) + b2 (3.8)
CtransientS [SOC] = c0 · exp(−c1 · SOC) + c2 (3.9)
RtransientL [SOC] = d0 · exp(−d1 · SOC) + d2 (3.10)


































V1 Decaying Curve Fit
Recovering Period
(b) Charging
Figure 3.2: Typical battery terminal voltage transient responses
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Open Circuit Voltage
The open circuit voltage (VOC) of the battery as a function of %SOC is also important in
understanding the behaviour of a battery. It is expected that the VOC of a battery cell
would be different during charging and discharging at a specific current level and %SOC,
complicating the use of the battery model.
A rapid and simple method to determine VOC takes advantage of terminal voltage
variations after an instantaneous rise or drop. At a certain %SOC and current level, there
exist two values of V1 theoretically: one for charging and one for discharging. Therefore,
with sufficient number of V1 values collected at various %SOC levels for both cases, there
would be two curves that form the boundaries of the VOC region, as illustrated by the
dashed lines in Figure 3.3. The solid line in Figure 3.3 represents the average of VOC region

















Figure 3.3: Terminal voltage vs. %SOC during charging and discharging
Another method to determine VOC is to utilize the steady-state terminal voltage of the
battery. The effects of the two RC transient networks and the series resistor diminish after
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the battery has sufficient time to recover. As a result, the VOC of the battery becomes
equivalent to the steady-state terminal voltage at a specific %SOC.
3.4.2 Equation-Based Battery Model for Simulation
The initial design of the bidirectional battery charger will be done in simulation using
the simulation tool PSIM. Because passive elements in PSIM cannot be simulated as a
function of some variable, the representation of the battery model’s parameters will need
to be slightly modified before simulating in PSIM. As a result, the resistors will be realized
as non-linear elements with a voltage drop based on the passing current and the resistance,
where the resistance is a function of %SOC. The representation of each capacitance will be
done in two parts. First, the constant terms in CtransientS and CtransientL will be realized
using a capacitance element in PSIM. Second, the SOC-depended part will be realized
based on the relation iC = C(dv/dt). These two parts will be paralleled in order to sum
up the capacitances. This modified battery model for simulation purposes is known as the
equation-based equivalent battery model. The construction of the equation- based battery
model is shown in Figure 3.4.
The single-variable functions for the model parameters and VOC (equations (3.12)-
(3.17)) used in Figure 3.4 are taken from [59]. These functions will be used in the design
process to represent one individual polymer Li-ion battery cell with an 850mAh capacity
and an assumed nominal voltage of 3.3V. Also, these functions have an operating from
0.5% to 90% SOC.
VOC(SOC) = −1.031 · e−35·SOC + 3.685 + 0.2156 · SOC − 0.1178 · SOC2 + 0.3201 · SOC3
(3.12)
Rseries(SOC) = 0.1563 · e−24.37·SOC + 0.07446 (3.13)
RtransientS(SOC) = 0.3208 · e−29.14·SOC + 0.04669 (3.14)
CtransientS(SOC) = −752.9 · e−13.51·SOC + 703.6 (3.15)
RtransientL(SOC) = 6.603 · e−155.2·SOC + 0.04984 (3.16)



























































































































































































































3.4.3 Forming a Battery Pack
The battery pack in a plugin vehicle is made up of hundreds of individual battery cells
connected together in both series and parallel configurations. The number of series cells
determines the terminal voltage of the battery pack, whereas, the number of series cells
connected in parallel branches defines the capacity of the battery pack.
With the high number of individual battery cells contained in each battery pack and the
number of parameters defining the components of each cell, it will be memory-expensive
and time-consuming to simulate each and every parameter in a battery pack. Therefore,
it is of interest to use only one resistor and two RC networks to represent the behaviour
of a battery pack by finding the equivalent impedance of each model parameter based on
the cell configuration of the battery pack. Since determining the equivalent resistance for
identical resistors connected in series and parallel is straightforward, the focus here will be
deriving equivalent impedance for parallel RC networks.
Equivalent Series RC Networks Impedance
Suppose there is a string of n parallel RC networks connected in series, each with a re-
sistance R and a capacitance C, as shown in Figure 3.5. The equivalent impedance for
series-connected RC networks can be deducted by first calculating the equivalent impedance






Figure 3.5: A string of series RC networks






















The goal is to use a single RC network to realize all n series-connected RC networks.
This can be achieved by comparing both sides of equation (3.21), where the left side of the
equation is the equivalent impedance of n series-connected RC networks, and the right side
of the equation represents the impedance of the RC network representing the n identical







It can be seen from equation (3.21) that the single RC network has a resistance value
equals to n times that of the individual resistors and a capacitance value equal to that of
the individual capacitors divided by n, as illustrated by equations (3.28) and (3.23).





Equivalent Parallel RC Networks Impedance
By applying a similar induction-based proof procedure, the equivalent impedance of par-
alleled RC networks can also be derived. Suppose that there are m identical RC networks
connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 3.6, and as in the previous case, each RC network
has a resistance value of R and a capacitance value of C.
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1R C ...R RC C2 m
Figure 3.6: A string of parallel RC networks
The equivalent impedance of one RC network is the same as calculated in equa-

















Following a similar derivation procedure, the left side of equation (3.26) represents the
impedance of m parallel RC networks and the right side of equation (3.26) is the impedance







By comparing both sides of equation (3.26), one can observe that the resistance and
capacitance of the single RC network are equivalent to having m identical resistors and m





Ct = mC (3.28)
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Equivalent Impedance of a Battery Pack
Suppose the battery pack contains n x m battery cells, then there are n x m of identical
RC networks connected in a configuration like the one shown in Figure 3.7.



















Figure 3.7: Parallel RC networks in nxm configuration
Using the equivalent impedances derived for series and parallel connections, a single RC






Consequently, the resultant RC network for realizing n x m identical RC networks











The equivalent impedance of the series resistance in the battery model can be taken as
an RC network with C = 0. As a result, if there are n x m identical resistance in a battery
pack, as shown in Figure 3.8, the equivalent impedance is equal to equation (3.30).
1 x 1 2 x 1 n x 1
...R R R
1 x 2 2 x 2 n x 2...
R R R






Figure 3.8: Series resistance in n x m configuration
Lastly, the equivalent open circuit voltage of a battery pack can also be derived. Sup-
pose there are n x m individual battery cells with an open circuit voltage equivalent to
Voc connected in the battery pack configuration shown in Figure 3.9. It can be observed
that the voltage at each parallel branch is identical. This implies that the equivalent open
circuit voltage of battery pack is equivalent to the number of battery cells connected in
series multiplied by the open circuit voltage of an individual battery cell, as described by
equation (3.32).
Voceq = nVoc (3.32)
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1 x 1 2 x 1 n x 1
...
1 x 2 2 x 2 n x 2...








Figure 3.9: Open circuit voltage in n x m conifguration
Up to this point, the equivalent impedance of each parameter in a battery pack has
been derived individually. To generalize how they can be combined to form the equivalent
impedance for a battery pack, Figure 3.10 will be used to illustrate this concept.
Figure 3.10 shows a six-cell battery pack connected in a 2 x 3 configuration. Since the
series resistance can be considered as a special case of a parallel RC network with C = 0,
and a voltage source connected in series can also be considered as a resistor connected in
series, the derived equations ((3.30) to (3.32)) can be applied separately to the battery
cell’s parameters to determine the equivalent impedance of a battery pack. Therefore,
using equations (3.30) to (3.32) for the battery pack shown in Figure 3.10, the reduced








































Figure 3.11: Equivalent impedance for a battery pack with 2 x 3 battery cells configuration
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3.5 Summary
In summary, the electrical circuit battery model is chosen to represent the transient and
steady-state behaviour of three major types of battery chemistries used in plugin vehicles.
Slight modifications to the model parameter representations are needed in order to incorpo-
rate them in PSIM simulations. Lastly, one can take advantage of equations (3.30) to (3.32)




Design of AC-DC Converter
The design of a bidirectional battery charger for plugin vehicle is a major objective for this
thesis. In Chapter ??, the specifications and criteria of the battery charger were described,
and the development of the battery model for representing the dynamic behaviour of three
different types of batteries was discussed in Chapter ??. The pre-design milestones in the
design process have now been completed, and the next stage will be the actual design of
the battery charger.
In a level-two, two-stage configured bidirectional battery charger, the single-phase AC-
DC converter interfaces with utility grid, and is responsible for power factor control, dc-link
voltage regulation and sinusoidal current waveshaping. This chapter describes the design
process of the AC-DC converter to be integrated in the battery charger. It begins with a
discussion of converter topology selection, followed by a study of three different AC-DC
converter control methods, and concludes by identifying an appropriate control method
that can satisfy the recognized responsibilities for the selected AC-DC topology based on
the study findings.
4.1 Topology Selection
Single-phase voltage-source converters (VSCs) are widely used in many grid-interfaced sys-
tems, such as photovoltaic power applications [61], wind power applications [62] and power
factor correction [63]. Within the family of single-phase VSCs, one of the most well-known
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topologies is the single-phase full-bridge converter. Some of the notable characteristics of
the full-bridge converter have already been reviewed in Chapter 2.
The single-phase full-bridge topology has been selected as the battery charger’s AC-DC
converter. There are several reasons why this converter is a good candidate for grid-side
management in the application of bidirectional battery charger. First, the full-bridge con-
verter can be operated to generate a three-level voltage waveform on the ac side and offers
high power processing capability, reduced harmonic distortion and increased control ca-
pability [64], which are desirable for a level-two battery charger. Second, the full-bridge
converter has bidirectional power flow capability and can also achieve unity power factor
using proper control techniques, which satisfy the basic criteria of bidirectional battery
charger. The third reason is that the full-bridge converter is a well-known topology with
extensively research has been conducted in its control techniques that can be taken into
advantage in the design process. The last motivation behind choosing full-bridge converter
is that most two-stage topologies reviewed in Chapter 2 use this topology for grid-side man-
agement, and there is enough evidence in the literature to prove the converter’s suitability
in battery charger applications.
Even though there are numerous control techniques proposed for the single-phase full-
bridge converter, but they need to be customized for controlling a bidirectional battery
charger intended for V2G transactions. Therefore, part of the thesis’ objective in designing
a bidirectional battery charger is to develop a reliable controller for the AC-DC converter.
The evaluation of the developed controllers is based on their ability to regulate the dc-link
voltage and their ability to provide the desired power factor (not necessarily unity) in order
to realize reactive power compensation.
Figure 4.1 shows the simulation model of single-phase full-bridge converter to be used
during the development of the controller. IGBTs are chosen as the converter’s controllable
switches for their low gate power consumption and low ON-state voltage drop. The capac-












Figure 4.1: Single-phase full-bridge converter
To facilitate current control on the full-bridge converter, equation (4.1) governs the
relationship between the peak value of the sinusoidal voltage on the ac side and the dc-link
voltage. The modulating index, ma, assumes values in the range 0 ≤ ma ≤ 1. This means
that the full-bridge converter behaves as a boost converter, where dc-link voltage must be
greater than the peak value of the sinusoidal voltage across the converter’s ac terminals.
For preliminary simulation, the dc-link voltage is assumed to be 350V, so that it is greater
than the peak value of level 2 charging (i.e. 240Vrms), but not too large to impose large
voltage stress of the IGBTs.
V̂cont = maVdc (4.1)
The rest of the chapter steps through the design of three different AC-DC converter
controllers, and discusses their advantages and drawbacks.
4.2 PI Controller
Current mode control of single-phase full-bridge converter is traditionally based on a fast
control loop for controlling the sinusoidal current while regulating the dc-link voltage is
done by a relatively slower control loop compared with that of the current loop. This is
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a simple approach utilizing PI controllers, and is commonly referred to as the two-loop
control method. Two current controllers based on the two-loop control method will be
developed and their simulation results will be presented to show their performance meets
the requirements.
4.2.1 Method 1 - Closed-Loop Control for Power Factor
The block diagram of method 1 controller is shown in Figure 4.2. The phase angle by
which the sinusoidal current lags the grid voltage is determined first. This phase angle is
the compared with the phase angle corresponding to the desired power factor to create an
error term that is passed by a PI controller. The output of this PI controller forms the
phase component of the reference current waveform, while the output of the PI controller
tracking the dc-link voltage constitutes to the amplitude of the reference current waveform.
The modulating signals for PWM, leading to switching signals of IGBTs, is generated by
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of method 1 controller
Simulation results for the closed loop controller are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. In
both diagrams, the top plot displays the grid voltage and sinusoidal current waveforms,
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and the bottom plot shows the dc-link voltage waveform. The simulation results shown
in Figure 4.3 demonstrate the controller’s capability to operate at unity power factor, but
the dc-link voltage waveform contains some noticeable irregular voltage fluctuations. The
simulation results shown in Figure 4.4 reveal that the controller cannot operate at other
power factors without retuning the PI controllers. In this example, the desired power
factor was set to 0.866 lagging, but the results showed an actual power factor close to
50◦ lagging. Furthermore, the dc-link voltage waveform shows the dc-link suffers from
low-frequency harmonic at 20Hz in addition to the nominal 120Hz. Since this controller
is incapable of controlling the power factor to values other than unity, this controller is
deemed inappropriate for the battery charger.



















Figure 4.3: Simulation results for method 1 controller at unity power factor
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Figure 4.4: Simulation results for method 1 controller at 30◦ lagging
The poor performance of this controller can be attributed to the use of PI controller
for tracking the power factor. For a set of tuned PI values, the controller can only provide
accurate results for a small range of power factor. Retuning the PI controller is necessary
whenever a new power factor is desired. This is a significant drawback of the closed-
loop controller. Other drawbacks of this controller include the difficulty in tuning the PI
controller for time-varying quantities, and the fact that PI control methods are known to
have nonzero steady-state error in both the amplitude and phase.
4.2.2 Method 2 - Open-Loop Control for Power Factor
The incapability of PI controllers for power factor control motivated using another current-
based controller to eliminate the use of PI controller to correct the power factor error. The
block diagram of this controller is shown in Figure 4.5.
This controller is referred to as a controller that uses open-loop control for power factor
because it does not require the sinusoidal current feedback. This method utilizes an ac
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voltage reference waveform with identical frequency and amplitude as the utility grid.
This voltage reference begins at 0◦ phase when the controller is activated. The phase angle
corresponding to the desired power factor is added to or subtracted from the calculated
phase difference based on whether a lagging or a leading power factor is desired. This
results in an overall phase difference between the desired sinusoidal current and the ac
voltage reference. The overall phase difference is fed back as the phase component of
the reference current waveform. Similar to the closed-loop controller, the output of the
PI controller used for dc-link voltage tracking constructs the amplitude of the reference
current waveform. Finally, the modulating signal is generated by comparing the reference
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of method 2 controller
Simulation results for method 2 controller are shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.8. Similar to
previous results, the top plot shows the grid voltage and sinusoidal current waveforms, and
the bottom plot shows the dc-link voltage waveform. The method 2 controller produces
less voltage ripples in all cases, i.e. unity power factor and 30◦ lagging, in comparison to
the method 1 controller. Futhermore, the method 2 achieves better power factor control
since the phase angle error at the ac current is less than what was observed in method 1
controller. Therefore, these results prove the open-loop controller’s ability to achieve unity
power factor, and also demonstrate its ability to control the desired power factor with
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higher accuracy compared to that of the closed-loop controller. In addition, these results
show the open-loop controller can better regulate the dc-link voltage.
Although the open-loop controller can easily be implemented and can attain better
results in comparison with the closed-loop controller, it does not reduce the difficulty in
PI tuning and does not result in a nonzero steady-state error.



















Figure 4.6: Simulation results for method 2 controller at unity power factor
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results for method 2 controller at 30◦ lagging
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results for method 2 controller at 30◦ leading
4.3 DQ Synchronous Frame Control
Traditional PI control methods are known for their drawbacks in the form of nonzero
steady-state error in both amplitude and phase caused by time variant current and voltage
quantities, and the difficulty in accurate PI controller tuning. These drawbacks were
observed from the development of the two PI controllers. This promotes the idea of using
a synchronous reference frame controller, where time varying quantities are transformed
to time invariant quantities so that an AC-DC converter controller can be designed in the
same way as a that for a DC-DC converter.
Direct-quadrature (DQ) synchronous reference frame is extensively used in controlling
three-phase converter systems. This control technique first transforms the ABC compo-
nents of a three-phase system into the αβ stationary reference frame, and from the αβ
frame the quantities are transformed to the DQ synchronous reference frame. The main
advantage for such control method is that control manipulations are carried out on the
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imaginary dc signals before recovering the three ac modulating signals using inverse trans-
formation.
Performing control calculations using dc quantities simplifies the control process and
achieves zero steady-state error. Because of this advantage, control using DQ synchronous
frame seems attractive for single-phase converters as well. DQ synchronous frame controller
for single-phase grid-connected converters have been discussed in literature [62,65–67], but
this type of controller has not been adopted in the application of battery charger. As a
result, this thesis attempts to derive a DQ synchronous frame controller for the single-phase
full-bridge converter shown in Figure 4.1.
4.3.1 Source Voltage
The nature of DQ transformation requires at least two ac signals, where single-phase con-
verters are connected to only one signal on their ac side. Therefore, in order to implement
DQ synchronous frame for a single-phase system, a second fictitious orthogonal signal is
required. Suppose the source voltage is defined as vs = V̂ cos(ωt + α). It is assumed that
vs is the α-component for the αβ stationary frame. The orthogonal β-component, also
known as the fictitious component, is defined to have a 90◦ phase delay with respect to
α. Equations (4.2) and (4.3) describe the projection of voltage vector
−→
V onto the α- and
β-axis respectively.
Vα = V̂ cos(ωt+ α) (4.2)
Vβ = V̂ sin(ωt+ α) (4.3)
where
−→
V is the peak value of the sinusoidal functions and α is an arbitrary phase angle.
The transformation from αβ stationary frame to DQ synchronous frame is done by
rotating the αβ frame through angle θ = ωt+ α in counterclockwise direction so that the
resultant d-axis is align with vector
−→
V . Therefore, DQ frame will rotate at the fundamen-
tal frequency ω. The resulting d- and q-axis components will have constant magnitudes
rotating at steady-state, rotating at the fundamental frequency. αβ to DQ transforma-
tion ensures that vector
−→











Figure 4.9: αβ and DQ reference frames
The αβ to DQ transformation is defined by equation (4.4), and the inverse transforma-
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The objective of the PLL circuit is to determine the fundamental frequency of the source
voltage as well as to produce the phase angle θ that synchronizes the control circuit. The
block diagram of the PLL circuit in the controller is shown in Figure 4.10. The fundamental
frequency ω is calculated by feeding Vq into a PI controller. Then, the phase angle θ is
obtained by integrating the calculated frequency ω and resetting the integrator at every















Figure 4.10: PLL circuit
4.3.3 Source Current
The sinusoidal current must also go through the transformation in order to convert the
waveform into a time invariant quantity. A transformation procedure similar to that ap-
plied previously to the grid voltage should applied to the sinusoidal current as well. Suppose
the sinusoidal current carries the form of equation (4.6), and it is assumed that this is the
α-component in αβ frame. Therefore, the β-component, which is defined to be a 90◦
delayed with respect to the waveform of iα, has the form of equation (4.7).
is = iα = Î cos(ωt+ α + φ) (4.6)
iβ = Î sin(ωt+ α + φ) (4.7)
After performing the DQ transformation, the resulting dq-components are given by
equations (4.8) and (4.9).
Id = Î cos(φ) (4.8)
Iq = Î sin(φ) (4.9)
4.3.4 Current Reference
A reference current waveform is mandatory for current waveshaping. In the time-varying
frame, the reference current is defined to be i∗s = Î
∗ cos(ωt+ α+ φ∗), which has frequency
ω and phase angle α identical to the grid voltage waveform but with an additional angle φ∗
corresponding to the desired power factor. In αβ frame, the α-component is equivalent to
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∗ cos(ωt+ α + φ∗) (4.10)
i∗β = Î
∗ sin(ωt+ α + φ∗) (4.11)
After the DQ transformation, this results in time invariant quantities of the reference





4.3.5 Complex Power Representation
Each vector in DQ frame can be considered to be composed of a real part and an imaginary
part, where the d-axis component forms the real coordinate and the q-axis component
constructs the imaginary coordinate. An example of a voltage vector and a current vector
in DQ frame are given in equations (4.14) and (4.15).
~V = Vd + jVq (4.14)
~I = Id + jIq (4.15)
One advantage of transforming into the DQ frame is that the active and reactive power
processed by the converter can be easily represented by utilizing the voltage and current
vectors. By substituting equations (4.14) and (4.15) into the complex power relation S =
~V ~I∗, the active and reactive power relationships can be derived.
S = ~V ~I∗ = P + jQ
= (Vd + jVq)(Id − jIq)
= (VdId + VqIq) + j(VqId − VdIq)
= (VdId)− j(VdIq) since Vq = 0 (4.16)
Note that active and reactive powers can be controlled by d- and q-axis components of
current. The desired power factor of the sinusoidal current can be translated into I∗q by
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taking advantage of equation (4.16). The relationship between desired power factor φ∗ and













Iq∗ = −Id · tan(cos−1PF ) (4.17)
4.3.6 Steady-State Control Signals
The relationship between αβ frame and DQ frame in phasor notation is given in equa-
tions (4.18) and (4.19) for voltage and current respectively.
vαβ = vα + jvβ = (Vd + jVq)e
jθ (4.18)
iαβ = iα + jiβ = (Id + jIq)e
jθ (4.19)
The backward proof for equation (4.19) is provided below. The proof for equation (4.18)
is not provided since it follows an identical procedure as used for (4.19).
(Id + jIq)e
jθ
= Î(cosφ+ j sinφ)(cos θ + j sin θ)






[cos(φ− θ) + cos(φ+ θ)− cos(φ− θ) + cos(φ+ θ)]
+ j [sin(φ+ θ) + sin(φ− θ) + sin(φ+ θ)− sin(φ− θ)]
]
= Î [cos(φ+ θ) + j sin(φ+ θ))]
= iα + jiβ
Assuming that the full-bridge converter is lossless, equation (4.20) describes the sinu-
soidal current at the grid interface.





The steady-state control signals for the controllable switches can be derived by substi-
tuting vcontαβ = (Vcontd + jVcontq)e





















































+ jωId − ωIq
]
+R(Id + jIq) = Vd − (Vcontd + jVcontq)




− ωLIq +RId = Vd − Vcontd =⇒Vcontd = −L
dId
dt




+ ωLId +RIq = −Vcontq =⇒Vcontq = −L
dIq
dt
− ωLId −RIq (4.22)
By putting the derivative terms equal to zero, the steady-state control signals in DQ
frame are given in equations (4.23) and (4.24).
Vcontd = ωLIq −RId + Vd (4.23)
Vcontq = −ωLId −RIq (4.24)
The block diagram of the DQ synchronous frame controller is shown in Figure 4.11. The
output of the PI controller for dc-link voltage produces the value for I∗d with the main duty
of controlling the active power transfer. On the other hand, the value of I∗q , determined by
the desired power factor, controls the amount of reactive power transfer. For example, unity
power factor can be achieved by letting I∗q = 0. DC quantities, Id and Iq, are compared
with their respective reference values (i.e. I∗d & I
∗
q ). The two PI controllers ensure zero
steady-state errors. Up to this point, the transient portion of the controller, responsible
for tracking the instantaneous value of the dc-link voltage and sinusoidal current has been
covered.
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The remaining part of the controller is known as the steady-state portion of the con-
troller. This part of the controller implements the derived steady-state control signals
(equations (4.23) & (4.24)). The gains ωL and R decouple Vd and Vq, and improve the
dynamic response of the controller. A feedforwared of the peak value of the grid voltage
Vd is also applied to minimize the effect of its perturbations. The dc control signals Vcontd
and Vcontv represent the components of converter’s ac side voltage in DQ frame, and thus
they need to be scaled down by the instantaneous value of the dc-link voltage Vdc in or-
der to find the components of the modulating signal vmod in DQ frame. The scaled DQ
frame control signals are then transformed back to αβ frame. After transformation, the
β-component (vβ) is discarded and the α-component (vα) is vmod. Using unipolar PWM










































Figure 4.11: Block diagram of DQ synchronous frame controller
4.3.7 Simulation Results
Waveforms shown in Figures 4.12 to 4.16 are the simulation results of the DQ synchronous
frame controller. In Figure 4.12, the top plot shows the grid voltage and the fictitious
orthogonal signal; the middle plot shows the d-component of the transformed grid voltage
(equivalent to the peak value of grid voltage) and the q-component of the transformed grid
voltage (equals to 0); and the bottom plot shows the phase angle that synchronizes the
control circuit.
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Figure 4.13 shows the frequency of the grid voltage in radian per second, the dc quan-
tities of the modulating signal before DQ to αβ transformation, and the ac quantity of the
modulating signal in αβ frame.
Figure 4.14 demonstrates unity power factor correction and the regulation of the dc-link
voltage. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 illustrate the power factor controllability at 30◦ lagging and
leading respectively, and the stability of the dc-link voltage.
The simulation results verified the correctness of the mathematical derivations for the
DQ controller. The results reveal that, of the three controller examined, the DQ controller
offers the highest accuracy in power factor control since there are less errors between the
actual phase angle of ac current with respect to the ac voltage and the desired power
factor in the three studied cases. The results also reveal that the DQ controller provides
better voltage regulation in comparison to the two PI controllers. The dc-link voltage in
the DQ controller has less voltage fluctuation, which is especially noticeable at 30◦ leading
compared with PI controllers. This is important when the battery charger provides reactive
power compensation to the utility grid.
Due to the use of synchronous frame, all the time varying quantities are transformed in
time invariant quantities at steady-state, allowing the controller to be designed in a similar
fashion as for a DC-DC converter and achieving zero steady-state error. Furthermore,
tuning PI controllers for dc quantities is much easier than tuning for ac quantities. All these
benefits combined make the DQ controller an ideal controller for the full-bridge converter in





























Figure 4.12: Simulation results for DQ synchronous frame controller. Top: grid voltage
and fictitious orthogonal signal. Middle: d- and q-component of grid voltage. Bottom:
























Figure 4.13: Simulation results for DQ synchronous frame controller. Top: utility grid
frequency in rad/sec. Middle: controllable switch modulating signal in DQ frame. Bottom:
controllable switch modulating signal in αβ frame.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results for the DQ synchronous frame controller at 30◦ lagging
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Figure 4.16: Simulation results for the DQ synchronous frame controller at 30◦ leading
4.4 Summary
Single-phase full-bridge topology was selected as the AC-DCconverter for grid-side man-
agement in the battery charger. The full-bridge converter has many attractive features
that are well-suited for the level 2 charger, including high power capability, power fac-
tor correction and reduced harmonics. Traditional controllers and DQ synchronous frame
controller were simulated to examine their capabilities in dc-link voltage regulation, ac
current waveshaping and power factor control. PI controllers have nonzero steady-state
errors caused by time varying quantities, and are difficult to tune. DQ synchronous frame
controller provides benefit of achieving zero steady-state error by transforming time vary-
ing quantities into dc quantities at steady-state. Simulation results also revealed that the
DQ controller had better dynamic characteristics in control. Although the simulations
presented in this chapter only demonstrated ac to dc power transfer, it can still be con-
cluded the DQ controller offers a better performance for the battery charger. As results,
it is chosen as the controller for the full-bridge converter which makes the grid interface of
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the charger. The effectiveness of the DQ controller in V2G power transaactions (dc to ac
power transfer) will be demonstrated in Chapter 6 when the design of bidirectional battery
charger design is completed.
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Chapter 5
Design of DC-DC Converter and
Simulation Results of Battery
Charger
5.1 Design of DC-DC Converter
In addition to a bidirectional AC-DC converter, a bidirectional DC-DC converter is an es-
sential building block for a two-stage bidirectional battery charger. It interfaces the plugin
vehicle’s battery pack with the dc-link of the charger. Its primary purpose is to control
the charging/discharging current or the terminal voltage of the battery pack depending on
the mode of operation.
Bidirectional DC-DC converters with low cost, high power capability, high efficiency,
low weight and small volume are important for an on-board battery charger. At this state,
only non-isolated bidirectional DC-DC converters are considered for the battery charger
and incorporating isolation is left for future work..
Six non-isolated bidirectional DC-DC converters are selected as potential candidates
for the battery charger. The performance of these topologies are compared in this chapter.
The control technique for the bidirectional DC-DC converter is also discussed.
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5.1.1 Comparison of DC-DC Converters Topologies
The six selected non-isolated bidirectional DC-DC converters are bidirectional buck-boost
converter, bidirectional Ćuk converter, bidirectional SEPIC/Luo converter, half-bridge
converter, full-bridge converter and neutral point clamped three-level converter.
The specifications for the DC-DC converter are listed in Table 5.1. The power rating of
the converter is 15kW; this value is based on a maximum 50A charging current measured
at the dc inductor. The dc-link voltage is maintained at 350V and the battery pack voltage
is at 300V. The switching frequency of the DC-DC converter is 20kHz, which is identical
to that of the AC-DC converter (discussed in Chapter 4) for synchronization purposes.
The size of the battery-side inductor is calculated based on a 10% peak-to-peak inductor
current ripple.
One important factor in choosing a DC-DC converter for an on-board battery charger
is the size of the inductors. While inductors are needed for current filtering, they lead to
very heavy, bulky and expensive converters. Thus, it is of interest to minimize the inductor
ratings to have a compact and cost-effective DC-DC converter.
Table 5.1: Specifications of bidirectional DC-DC converter
Rated Power 15kW
DC-link Voltage 350V
Battery Pack Voltage 300V
Switching Frequency 20kHz
Maximum Inductor Current Ripple 10% (Peak to Peak)
Bidirectional Ćuk Converter, Bidirectional SEPIC/Luo Converter and Half-
Bridge Converter
The bidirectional Ćuk converter is shown in Figure 5.1. When power flows from the dc-link
to the battery pack (charging mode), switch S2 is active and switch S1 in inactive. The
opposite switch configuration is true when power flows from the battery pack to the dc-
link (discharging mode). Unlike buck or boost converter, the energy transfer takes place
through the capacitor and not the inductor. The Ćuk converter has low-pass filters on
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both input and output sides. There are two inductors and three capacitors in total. Each











Figure 5.1: Bidirectional Ćuk converter
Figure 5.2 presents the SEPIC/Luo converter. The SEPIC/Luo converter’s character-
istics are very simiar to those of Ćuk converter. Both converters convert power using two
active switches. Also, switch S2 is active and switch S1 is inactive when the converter is
in charging mode of operation, whereas switch S1 is active and switch S2 is inactive when
the converter is in discharging mode of operation (i.e., transferring power from the battery
pack to the dc-link). The component count in a SEPIC/Luo converter is identical to that












Figure 5.2: SEPIC/Luo converter
The half-bridge converter is shown in Figure 5.3. It can be seen that the half-bridge
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converter uses one less inductor and one less capacitor compared with Ćuk and SEPIC/Luo
converters. When the half-bridge converter operates as a buck converter, switch S2 is active,
and when it operates as a boost converter, switch S1 in active. The two switches receive
complimentary switching signals. The voltage rating of each switch in this converter should











Figure 5.3: Half-bridge converter
The performance of the Ćuk converter, SEPIC/Luo converter and half-bridge converter
for hybrid electric vehicle application have been thoroughly analyzed and compared in [68].
The results of comparison show that half-bridge converter has the following advantages
over Ćuk converter and SEPIC/Luo converter.
• The inductor size is reduced to half;
• The component count if lower;
• The switch voltage stress is lower; and
• It can achieve potentially higher efficiencies because of lower inductor conduction
losses, and lower switching and conduction losses in active components.
From the above-identified advantages, the half-bridge converter appears to be a bet-
ter power electronic interface for the battery charger in comparison with the Ćuk and
SEPIC/Luo converter.
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The inductor size for the half-bridge based on the specifications can be calculated using
the design equation below.
L =











Figure 5.4 presents the bidirectional buck-boost converter. It converts power using two
active switches. The voltage at V1 must be greater than the voltage at V2. The two
switches receive complimentary signal when they are operating simultaneously.
The topology shown in Figure 5.4 has an extra inductor in comparison with the half-
bridge converter, but this inductor can be eliminated since current filtering may not be
necessary at the dc-link. Consequently, only inductor L2 is needed if this topology is chosen
for the battery charger.
The inductor size for L2 is first derived and then calculated in equation 5.2 based on
the specifications.
L2 =



















Figure 5.4: Bidirectional buck-boost converter
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Full-Bridge Converter
The full-bridge converter is shown in Figure 5.5. This is a four-quadrant converter that uses
four controllable switches to perform bidirectional power flow. If unipolar PWM switching
method is employed, the effective switching frequency sensed at the output frequency
will be double of the actual switching frequency. Potentially, this allows the filtering
components to be smaller. Full-bridge converter uses two controllable switches more than
what is used in the half-bridge converter, and for this reason it is more capable for handling
higher power levels. Although the voltage stress for the switches is the same as that in the
half-bridge converter, the switch current rating can be half of that in a half-bridge coverter













Figure 5.5: Full-bridge converter
Three-Level Converter
A neutral point clamped three-level converter proposed in [69] is shown in Figure 5.6.

















Figure 5.6: Neutral point clamped three-level DC-DC converter





The inductor size for the three-level converter based on the specifications is calculated
using the following design equation [69].
L =







700 · 0.4286 · (1− (2 · 0.4286)
5 · 2 · 20000
= 0.214mH
The inductor rating required for the three-level converter is half the size needed for the
half-bridge, bidirectional buck-boost or the full-bridge converter. However, this topology
restricts that the dc-link voltage must be at least twice the battery pack voltage. Also, the





The half-bridge converter has been found by [68] to have more advantages over bidirectional
Ćuk and SEPIC/Luo convertesr as a power management interface in vehicular applications.
Therefore, the Ćuk and SEPIC/Luo converter can be taken out of consideration for the
battery charger.
The neutral point clamped three-level converter has an inductor size that is one-half of
that in the half-bridge and bidirectional buck-boost converters. This is a very attractive
benefit for an on-board battery charger, but this topology has a constraint that the dc-link
voltage must be at least twice the battery pack voltage. This implies that if the three-
level converter is chosen, then the dc-link voltage in the charger must be at least 600V.
This potentially poses a serious safety hazard for the plugin vehicle, and also increases the
voltage rating of switches in the AC-DC converter. For these reasons, the neutral point
clamped three-level converter is not an ideal candidate for the battery charger.
The half-bridge converter and the bidirectional buck-boost converter have very sim-
ilar characteristics in terms of their inductor sizes, voltage stress for the switches and
component counts, since the bidirectional buck-boost converter topology is based on the
half-bridge converter. Although the bidirectional buck-boost converter is not as widely
used compared to the half-bridge converter, its simple structure and a performance almost
identical to that of the half-bridge converter make it worth investigating for battery charger
applications.
In comparison with half-bridge converter and bidirectional buck-boost converter, the
full-bridge converter can handle higher power transactions and has higher controllability
due to the increase in the number of controllable switches. Because the full-bridge converter
can produce an effective switching frequency twice of the actual switching frequency if
unipolar PWM switching method is employed, the ratings of the inductor and capacitor
can be potentially less than the inductor and capacitor size used in other two converters.
The full-bridge converter can be a suitable DC-DC converter for an on-board battery
charger if the weight reduction from the inductor and capacitor is greater than the weight
increase introduced by the two additional IGBTs.
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5.1.3 Control Technique
The bidirectional DC-DC converter is controlled by two separate control loops. One control
loop is dedicated for current control during constant-current (CC) charging and discharg-
ing. The other control loop is responsible for voltage control during constant-voltage (CV)
charging. Since all control quantities for a DC-DC converter are time invariant at steady-
state, using a linear PI controller is an ideal way for keeping the controller design simple.
The structures of the current and voltage controllers are identical. The desired quantity
is subtracted by the actual quantity to obtain an error difference. This error is amplified
by a PI controller, which is then compared with a triangular waveform. The intersections
of the control signal and the triangular waveform produce the modulating signals for the










Figure 5.7: Block diagram of DC-DC converter voltage/current controller
5.2 Simulation Results of Battery Charger
In this section, the simulation results of the two proposed battery charger designs are
provided. The two proposed battery charger designs are: 1) full-bridge AC-DC converter
+ bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC converter, and 2) full-bridge AC-DC converter + full-
bridge DC-DC converter. The performance of each battery charger design is evaluated
for three modes of operation, i.e., CC charging, CV charging and CC discharging. The
transition from CC charging scheme to CV charging scheme is dependent on the %SOC
of the battery pack. Since the single-variable functions for the extracted battery cell’s
parameters are defined up to 90% SOC only, the triggering point for transitioning from
CC charging to CV charging is set at 85% SOC. When the %SOC of the battery pack is
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below 85% and the battery charger is operating in charging mode, the default charging
scheme is CC charging. When the %SOC of the battery pack is above 85% and the battery
charger is also operating in charging mode, CV charging scheme is used. In both battery
charger designs, a 0.5mH dc inductor is used on the battery-side; this inductance size is
based on the values calculated in this chapter. Furthermore, a 1mF capacitor is used across
the battery pack’s terminals to provide sufficient filtering. The 300V, 16kWH battery pack
is formulated using equations (3.12) to (3.17), and the equation-based electrical circuit
battery model, shown in Figure 3.4, is used to model the behaviour of the battery pack.
5.2.1 Bidirectional Battery Charger: Full-bridge AC-DC + Bidi-
rectional Buck-Boost DC-DC
In the first simulation case, the bidirectional battery charger is constructed based on a
full-bridge AC-DC converter and a bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC converter. Simulation
results for this battery charger configuration are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.12.
In Figure 5.8, the top plot shows the grid voltage at 240Vrms and the sinusoidal current
at the grid interface at unity power factor. The bottom plot shows the dc-link voltage,
fluctuating between 320V to 380V .
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC at
unity power factor. Top: grid voltage and sinusoidal current (THD=4%). Bottom: dc-link
voltage.
In Figure 5.9, V2G power transactions are realized. The sinusoidal current is 180◦ out
of phase with the grid voltage, indicating the reverse flow of active power. The dc-link
voltage is also fluctuating between 320V to 380V .
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DC-Link Voltage















Figure 5.9: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC at
CC discharging. Top: grid voltage and sinusoidal current (THD=3.3%). Bottom: dc-link
voltage.
Figures 5.10 to 5.12 shows waveforms for three different operating modes. The first
segments in these waveforms display results for CC charging, the middle segment show
results for CV charging, and the last segment is when the battery charger operates in CC
discharging mode.
The top plot in Figure 5.10 displays the grid voltage and the sinusoidal current at the
grid interface. In CC charging mode, the battery pack is charged at 50A. In CC discharging
mode, the battery pack is sending power back grid at a current level of 50A. It can be
observed that the charging current has decreased when the battery charger is operating in
CV charging mode. The bottom plot shows the dc-link voltage. In CC charging and CC
discharging, the voltage ripple at the dc-link is 17%, and in CV charging, the voltage ripple
is 5.7%. This is due to the fact that there is a larger amount of current flowing through
the dc-link in CC charging and CC discharging modes, and it is reflected on the dc-link.
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Figure 5.10: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC.
Top: grid voltage and sinusoidal current. Bottom: dc-link voltage.
In Figure 5.11, the dc inductor current is shown in the top plot. A maximum 14%
peak-to-peak current ripple can be observed in CC charging and CC discharging. The
peak-to-peak current ripple observed in CV charging is 69%. This large current ripple
can be attributed to the small charging current. The battery’s terminal voltage and open
circuit voltage are shown in the bottom plot. During CV charging, the desired terminal
voltage of the battery pack is set at 301V , and thus it can be observed that the voltage
difference between the terminal voltage and the open circuit voltage becomes smaller,
causing a smaller amount of current to flow into the battery pack.
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Battery Pack’s Terminal Voltage












Figure 5.11: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC.
Top: dc current measured at the inductor on battery-side. Bottom: battery pack’s terminal
voltage and open circuit voltage.
In Figure 5.12, the top plot displays the %SOC of the battery pack. Due to the smaller
amount of charging current in CV charging scheme, the rate of change of %SOC in the
battery pack is smaller in CV charging than in CC charging. Lastly, the bottom plots
shows the grid voltage and the orthogonal fictitious signal needed for DQ transformation.
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Figure 5.12: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC.
Top: battery pack’s SOC. Bottom: Vα and Vβ.
5.2.2 Bidirectional Battery Charger: Full-Bridge AC-DC + Full-
Bridge DC-DC
A second bidirectional battery charger configuration using a full-bridge AC-DC converter
and a full-bridge DC-DC converter is simulated. Simulation results for this charger con-
figuration are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.17.
Similar to the previous case, the top plot of Figure 5.13 shows the grid voltage at
240Vrms and the sinusoidal current at the grid interface at unity power factor. The bottom
plot shows the dc-link voltage fluctuating between 320V and 380V .
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Figure 5.13: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + full-bridge DC-DC at unity power
factor. Top: grid voltage and sinusoidal current (THD=4.1%). Bottom: dc-link voltage.
V2G power transfer is realized in Figure 5.9. The sinusoidal current is 180◦ out of phase
with the grid voltage, indicating that the active power flows from the battery pack towards
the utility grid. The dc-link voltage is shown in the bottom plot, fluctuating between 320V
and 380V .
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Figure 5.14: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + full-bridge DC-DC at CC discharg-
ing. Top: grid voltage and sinusoidal current (THD=3.2%). Bottom: dc-link voltage.
Figures 5.15 to 5.17 shows waveforms for three different operating modes. Similar to
previous figures, the first segment shows results for CC charging. The middle segment is
when the battery charger operates in CV charging. The last segments in these waveforms
show results for CC discharging.
The top plot in Figure 5.15 displays the grid voltage and the sinusoidal current at
the grid interface. The battery pack is charging at 50A in CC charging mode, while in
CC discharging mode, the battery pack is sending power back grid at a current level of
50A. The bottom plot shows the dc-link voltage. In CC charging and CC discharging, the
voltage ripple at the dc-link is 17%, and in CV charging, the voltage ripple is 8.6%, which
is slightly higher than previous charger configuration. However, there is less overshoot in
the dc-link voltage when transiting from CC charging to CV charging.
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Figure 5.15: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + full-bridge DC-DC. Top: grid
voltage and sinusoidal current. Bottom: dc-link voltage.
Figure 5.11 displays the dc inductor current in the top plot. The maximum peak-to-
peak current ripple observed in CC charging, CV charging and CC discharging are 12%,
23% and 8%, respectively. In comparison to previous charger configuration which uses a
bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC converter, this charger configuration can achieve lower
current ripple, and most noticeably observed in CV charging. The bottom plot shows the
battery pack’s terminal voltage and open circuit voltage.
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Figure 5.16: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + full-bridge DC-DC. Top: dc
current measured at the inductor on battery-side. Bottom: battery pack’s terminal voltage
and open circuit voltage.
Lastly, the %SOC of the battery pack, and the grid voltage and its orthogonal fictitious
signal are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.17: Simulation results for full-bridge AC-DC + full-bridge DC-DC. Top: battery
pack’s SOC. Bottom: Vα and Vβ.
5.2.3 Analysis
The simulation results for the two proposed bidirectional battery chargers demonstrate
their abilities to charge the battery pack in CC and CV charging modes, and their abilities
to perform V2G power transfer. The full-bridge + bidirectional buck-boost configuration
has the advantages of having lower voltage ripples at the dc-link and using fewer con-
trollable switches. From the dc inductor current results for buck-boost and full-bridge
converters, it can be seen that the current ripple in the latter case is smaller. This is
due to the fact that in full-bridge converter under unipolar voltage switching, the effective
switching frequency observed at the output terminals is two times the actual switching
frequency. However, full-bridge converter has four switches making the switching losses
two times that of buck-boost converter which has only two switches. The final decision on
the topology type needs to be done based on a case study.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results of Full-Bridge
DC-DC Converter Prototype
One important milestone in developing the bidirectional battery charger is to construct
a lab prototype to verify the charger performance by comparing simulation results with
the experimental results. Due to time constraint, only a full-bridge DC-DC converter was
implemented based on the analysis and designed presented in Chapter ??. This chapter
presents experimental results along with a cost analysis for the prototype. The discussion
in sensing circuit design, hardware component selection and ADC calibration is presented
in Appendix B
The lab prototype is intended to demonstrate bidirectional power flow capability be-
tween the DC-link and the battery, as well as to demonstrate constant-current (CC) and
constant-voltage (CV) charging schemes at low power levels.
6.1 Experimental Results
The completed lab prototype of the full-bridge DC-DC converter is shown in Figures 6.1
and 6.2. Testing of the lab prototype was performed in two stages. The first stage of the
testing utilized a controllable source and a controllable load to perform initial PI tuning,
to ensure the sensing circuits’ feedbacks are accurate, and to verify the constant-current
constant-voltage (CCCV) charging scheme is functioning. The second stage of the testing
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used lead-acid batteries to demonstrate bidirectional power flow between the two terminals
of the converter. This section discusses the performance of the lab prototype, and factors



























Figure 6.2: Side view of the lab prototype
6.1.1 Constant Resistive Load
In the first round of testing, a constant resistive load was used instead of the battery
pack. In addition, a controllable DC source, set at 40V, was utilized as the dc-link voltage
source for the converter instead of using battery pack because the controllable DC source
has the capability to control the current limit, which is desirable for initial PI tuning.
Figure 6.3 shows the arrangement of the controllable DC source and the resistive load with





















Figure 6.3: Circuit diagram of full-bridge DC-DC converter connected with resistive load
Figure 6.4 shows the PWM signal output from DSP and the IGBT gating signal for
the same IGBT switch. The successful control and operation of the IGBT can be realized
when the PWM signal and the gate drive switching signal both display identical duty ratio,
and that the PWM signal swings from 0 to 3V and the gate drive signal swings from -8V
to 15V. The smooth edges in the gate drive switching signal were caused by the charging
and discharging actions of the IGBT gate capacitor.
To avoid inrush current from the controllable source when the converter is activated,
the output capacitor was precharged to 13V by operating the converter at a fixed duty ratio
before transitioning to charging mode. Figure 6.5 shows the capacitor voltage waveform
when the capacitor was precharged.
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Gate drive switching signal
PWM switching signal
Figure 6.4: PWM and gate drive switching signals
Load capacitor voltage
Controllable load current
Figure 6.5: Precharging the load capacitor
After precharging the capacitor, the converter was controlled to feed a 6Ω constant
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resistive load using CC-CV scheme. Figures 6.6 to 6.9 shows the voltage and current wave-
forms when the converter was operating in different modes and/or transitioning between
different modes. Figure 6.6 displays the load-side capacitor voltage and current when
the converter was controlled to charge the load-capacitor using CC scheme at 4A. The
waveforms in Figure 6.7 show the transition from CC to CV charging, where the target
load voltage was set at 20V. Figure 6.8 continues to display CV scheme but also presents
the short transient effect on the load capacitor voltage when the resistive load was dis-
connected from the converter while maintaining the target voltage at the load capacitor.
Lastly, Figure 6.9 shows the discharge of the load capacitor after the converter shutdown.
It can be seen that the lab prototype can produce clean waveforms during steady-state
operation and can achieve smooth transitions between different operating modes when
feeding a constant resistance load.
Load capacitor voltage
Load current
Figure 6.6: Constant-current charging for a constant resistive load
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Constant voltage Converter Shutdown
Figure 6.9: Shutting down the converter
6.1.2 Bidirectional Power Flow
To demonstrate the prototype’s ability to perform bidirectional power flow, lead-acid bat-
teries were placed at both terminals of the prototype to act as both energy storage and
energy source, as shown in Figure 6.10. Two lead-acid batteries connected in series were
placed on the DC-link terminal and one lead-battery was used to represent the battery
pack to satisfy the requirement that it must be at a lower voltage level than the dc-link.
Figure 6.11 shows the experimental setup. Refining the PI values in the control loops


























Figure 6.11: Experimental setup for demonstrating bidirectional power flow
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Figures 6.12 to 6.15 show the converter performance in realizing bidirectional power
flow. In Figure 6.12, the output capacitor was precharged to 13V after the converter
was initiated to avoid inrush current, which resulted in battery pack’s current to increase
smoothly.
Figure 6.13 demonstrates the charging and discharging ability of the prototype and
their transients. After precharging the capacitor, the converter charged the battery pack
using CC charging scheme at 4A for 10 seconds before transitioning to discharging the
battery pack at 2A for 10 seconds. Finally, the converter transitioned back to CC charg-
ing. Smooth current transients and small battery voltage fluctuations can be observed in
between different modes of operation.
Figure 6.14 shows the performance of CV charging and the smooth transition between
CC and CV modes. It also reveals that the CV control loop has a better error tracking
than the one in CC.
The last waveform (Figure 6.15) incorporates all the operation modes of the converter.
It began by precharging the capacitor, followed by bidirectional power flow, then moved
onto CV charging, and ended by shutting down the converter.
Overall, the experimental results from the lab prototype prove that the chosen topology
and control techniques developed in Chapter ?? can achieve bidirectional power flow and
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Figure 6.15: Waveform showing the different transitions
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6.1.3 Efficiency
One important metric to evaluate the performance of a converter is efficiency. The efficiency
of the lab prototype was considered for two cases: CC charging and CV charging.
Constant Current Charging
The following data was collected during constant-current charging. An efficiency of 74.64%
was achieved in this charging scheme.
DC-link voltage = 24.5V
DC-link current = 2.8A
Battery erminal voltage = 16V






The following data was collected during constant-voltage charging. In this charging scheme,
an efficiency of 73.46% was achieved.
DC-link voltage = 24.5V
DC-link current = 1.2A
Battery terminal voltage = 13.5V







The efficiency of the converter is slightly lower in CV mode compared that in CC mode.
This slight difference in the calculated efficiencies could be a result of data collection errors
due to the ripples in the waveforms. There are many factors that can negatively affect the
efficiency of the converter but one notable contributor that can degrade the efficiency is
noise.
This prototype exhibited poor performance when operating at a current levels under
1A or at a voltage level under 10V , and this was mainly caused by the low signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio. At such low current and voltage levels, the sensing circuits are incapable
of tracking the values due to high level of noise pollution, and thus causing the control
loops to response inaccurately and create high ripples. These ripples were most apparent
in the charging current waveforms. However, when operating at a higher power level, the
SNR becomes larger and the feedback values become more accurate, and consequently the
control loops can operate more effectively.
Methods that were used to reduce noise in the prototype included placing capacitors
at every power supply and at every IC between its supply pin and ground pin, using wires
that were as short as possible, and creating signal pair, where each signal wire was always
paired with a ground wire and they were twisted together. All the mentioned methods
attempted to reduce the noise developed by ground loops.
More efforts must be made for noise reduction in order to improve the efficiency of the
lab prototype. One considerable future work is to fabricate the sensing circuits and gate
drive circuits onto one multi-layer PCB to increase the surface area of the ground plane
and to decrease the length of the path between components.
6.2 Cost Analysis
Table 6.1 lists the major components needed for the construction of the full-bridge converter
and their respectively costs. The bill of material does not include the cost of heat sink,
small filtering capacitors, prototyping boards and other small components used. A rough
estimate of the total cost for the DC-DC converter was close to $1600 CAD. The cost of
the inductor constitutes the largest portion of the total cost of the prototype. Although
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the $1600 amount can be considered a small percentage in the overall price of a plug-in
vehicle, the building cost of the converter is expected to be significantly lower in the actual
manufacturing stage. The reason for this is that because the prices listed in Table 6.1 are
retail prices, which are greatly marked up from the high-volume purchases prices. When
manufacturing of the converter in high volume, these components would be purchased at
a lower price due to the large quantity of acquisition.
Table 6.1: Build of material for full-bridge DC-DC converter
Component Description Quantity
Unit Cost Total Cost
(CAD) (CAD)
IGBT Module (CM150DUS-12F) 2 95.25 190.50
Gate Drive Prototype Board (BG2C) 2 21.46 42.92
Gate Driver (VLA507) 4 5.14 20.56
DC-to-DC converter (VLA106-15242) 4 13.75 55.00
2.4mF Capacitor (EAP242X500X5R3PD) 1 211.64 211.64
1mF Capacitor (EAP102X500W4L3PH) 1 105.00 105.00
Current Transducer (CAS 15-NP) 1 23.60 23.60
TMS320F2808 DSP Experimenter Kit 1 101.72 101.72
1mH Inductor 1 700* 700
0.1µf Snubber Capacitors 4 10.06 40.24
390V MOV (ERZV20D391) 4 1.52 6.08
Analog Optocoupler (HCNR200) 2 4.39 8.78
Single Amplifier (AD8031) 3 3.63 10.89
Dual Amplifier (AD8032) 2 5.60 11.20
Total Cost 1528.13
*This is the estimated cost since the part had been purchased a
while ago and available in the lab.
The price of a 8kW commercially-available unidirectional EV charger costs $2289
CAD [70]. This EV charger provides a wide ac input voltage range from 85V to 265V . It
has a maximum nominal output voltage at 312V with a maximum output current at 22A.
It has been assumed that the components in this EV charger are purchased at high-volume
prices. Consequently, the cost of a 15kW battery charger for plugin vehicle is expected
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to be greater than $2289 in the actual manufacturing. For this reason, the cost to build




Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary of Contributions
Vehicle electrification is a promising technology for reducing fossil fuel dependency, in-
creasing environmental friendliness due to low tailpipe emissions and having higher energy
efficiency. On-board rechargeable battery packs in plugin hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)
and electric vehicles (EVs) can be recharged by directly connecting to the utility grid us-
ing a plug. The concept of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) has gained interest because on-board
batteries have many desirable benefits for utility grid support, including peaking shaving
and reactive power compensation. To aid in the promotion of V2G, the research of this
thesis has focused on the development of a bidirectional battery charger for plugin vehicles
in order to provide a power electronic interface that allows bidirectional power transfer
between the utility grid and the on-board batter pack. The following summarizes the main
contributions of the thesis.
• A modified equivalent electrical circuit battery model to represent the transient and
steady-state behaviour of battery cells.
• A technique to determine the equivalent impedance of a battery pack.
• A DQ controller for single-phase grid-connected AC-DC converter in a bidirectional
battery charger.
• Novel two-stage level-two bidirectional on-board battery charger configurations.
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7.2 Conclusions
In Chapter 2, an overview on the three classifications of charging levels was provided.
A detailed literature review of exisiting bidirectional battery charger topologies was also
presented. It was found that bidirectional battery chargers are classified as single-stage
and two-stage topologies. Single-stage topologies are simple, but are limited to low power
charging. Two-stage topologies are more widely employed due to their performance in
high-voltage charging, but require a tradeoff in size and weight.
Chapter 3 presented the specifications of the proposed bidirectional battery, as well as
provided insight into the equivalent electrical battery model. This model is effectively in
capturing the transient and steady-state behaviours of Li-ion, NiMN and leac-acid batter-
ies. It was found that the series resistor in the battery model controls the instantaneous
rise/drop in the terminal voltage at the beginning of a recovery period. The two parallel
RC networks in the battery model characterize the short-term and long-term transients
of a battery cell. In addition, it was found that the open circuit voltage of a battery is
different during charging and discharging for a certain %SOC. Lastly, Chapter 3 provided
an in-depth explanation for calculating the equivalent imepdance of a battery pack, which
is useful in modeling a battery pack in simulation programs.
Chapter 4 provided an detailed comparison of three control techniques for the AC-DC
converter. The results showed that the method with closed-loop control for power factor
could not provide accurate power factor control and retuning of PI controller was necessary
whenever a new power factor was desired. The method with open-loop control for power
factor does not use a PI controller to track the power factor error, and it is able to provide
more accurate power factor control. Furthermore, it was found that linear PI control tech-
niques have nonzero steady-state error when tracking time-varying quantities, and tuning
of the PI controllers based on the trial-and-error approach is a difficult task. The main
advantage of using a synchronous frame controller is that all time-varying quantities are
transformed into time invariant quantities, allowing the controller for the AC-DC converter
to be designed in a manner similar to the controller for a DC-DC converter, achieving zero
steady-state error. Simulations results also showed that the DQ controller could perform
accurate power factor control. For these reasons, it was concluded that the DQ controller
is a better technique for controlling a full-bridge AC-DC converter.
In Chapter 5, analysis was performed for six DC-DC topologies based on their in-
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ductor size, voltage stress and component count. Comparison results showed that both
the bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC converter and the full-bridge DC-DC converter were
favourable topologies for the battery charger. The bidirectional buck-boost converter has
a simple structure and lower component count in comparison with the full-bridge con-
verter. However, the full-bridge converter provides more controllability and can handle
higher power levels. Simulation results showed that the charger configuration that incor-
porates a bidirectional buck-boost has low voltage ripples at the dc-link and uses only two
controllable switches. However, the two full-bridge converters configuration achieves lower
current ripples and smoother transient response. The final decision on the topology type
for the battery charger needs to be done based on a case study.
In Chapter 6, a lab proptotye of a full-bridge DC-DC converter was built, and experi-
mental results demonstrated bidirectional power flow through three operation modes: CC
charging, CV charging and CC discharging.
7.3 Future Work
The following items are proposed as future work for the bidirectional battery charger design:
• Building a lab prototype for a full-bridge AC-DC converter can be implemented to
verify the performance of the DQ synchronous frame controller, even though simula-
tion results revealed promising performance of the controller. Experimental results
are also crucial for the analysis transient behaviour and converter efficiency.
• Noise reduction/elimination. The efficiency of the full-bridge DC-DC converter pro-
totype can be improved by reducing noise in the waveforms. The high current ripples
observed in the output waveforms have detrimental effects on the converter efficiency,
and thus noise reduction is necessary to counteract these effects.
• Other DC-DC converter topologies and isolated topologies. This thesis has identi-
fied two DC-DC converter topologies that are suitable for the bidirectional battery
charger, but there is room for research on other converter topologies that can im-
prove the charger efficiency. Also, isolated topologies could be considered in order to
provide extra safety measures required by the new standards, even though isolation
transformers add to the overall weight.
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• Round trip efficiency. In terms of overall efficiency of the battery charger, there is
a need to investigate the round trip efficiency. A battery charger with a low round







The experimental procedures described here are used to extract steady-state and tran-
sient parameters for the equivalent electrical circuit battery model. This set of procedures
provides a rapid test to characterize the non-linear behaviour of lead-acid, nickel metal hy-
dride and lithium-ion batteries, modified from [71]. It should be noted that the procedures
outlined here are designed for a single battery cell. Additional cell balancing circuitry is
required in order to apply the same procedures for a multi-battery pack. Furthermore, this
set of procedures assumes that the battery temperature is controlled and maintained at a
certain value by the battery management system.
A.1 Test System




• Data acquisition unit (DAQ)
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If the SOC meter works on the principle of coulomb counting, then it would need an
initial SOC reference point. In this case, the reference point should be at 100% SOC so
that it can be easily achieved by fully charging the battery cell.
A.2 Experimental Procedures
1. Charge the battery cell to 100% SOC. Different battery chemistries require different
charging schemes. Refer to the battery datasheet for proper charging instructions.
2. Use a DAQ to record the %SOC and terminal voltage of the battery cell for the entire
duration of the experiment. Using the experimental setup shown in Figure A.1(a),
discharge the battery cell using a controllable load at 0.5C until SOC reduced by 5%.
3. At the end of the dissipation period, rest the battery cell for 30 minutes to allow it
to recover its available capacity.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the SOC of the battery cell has reduced to 15%.
5. At this point, the experiment reverses its operation mode from discharging mode
to charging mode. Using the experiment setup shown in Figure A.1(b), charge the
battery cell using a controllable source at 0.5C and pause at the end of each interval
marking a 5% increase in SOC.
6. Similarly to discharging mode, at each charging interval, allow the cell to rest for 30
minutes.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until the battery cell’s SOC reaches 100%.
8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 using different current levels. Allow at least 4 hours for the
battery cell to rest between each experiment run.
A.3 Curve Fitting
Once all raw datapoints are collected, the next step is to perform curve fitting to obtain





















(b) Charging a battery cell
Figure A.1: Experimental setup
Fitting Toolbox in Matlab. The toolbox requires two sets of datapoints, referred as X and
Y. For this experiment, set X denotes to the set of all SOC datapoints and set Y contains
the set of all terminal voltage datapoints for a single experiment run. Both datasets
contain datapoints from V1 until the end of the 30-minute recovery period. There is no
pre-determined sampling frequency but a sufficient number of datapoints are needed to
maintain the accuracy of the fitted curves.
The Matlab toolbox inherently contains many pre-loaded types of curve fitting. For
this purpose, ‘custom equation’ should be selected for this type of curves. When a new
custom equation is selected, the toolbox will show a new window with two tabs, labeled as
“Linear Equations” and “General Equations”. Under the “General Equations” tab, enter
equations (3.2). The five variables a, b, c, d and e will automatically appear in the same
window with three input boxes to enter the starting point, and lower and upper bounds
for each unknown variable.
The objective in curve fitting is to fit a curve with a 95% confidence bound for all
variables using the toolbox. Choosing an appropriate initial starting point, lower and upper
bounds for each variable will accelerate the curve fitting process. Although the values of
the variables are battery depended, one can set a reasonable boundary for variables b, d
and e. Typically, the short-term time constant for a lithium-ion battery cell is in the range
of tens of seconds while the long-term time constant is in hundreds of seconds. Variable e
is the DC offset and thus, it should be the voltage level at which the fitted curve begins.
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Once curve fitting is completed, the model parameters (Rseries, CtransientS , RtransientS ,
CtransientL and RtransientL) for a particular %SOC can be calculated using equations (3.3)
to (3.6). This curve fitting procedure can be repeated for the datapoints collected for each
charging/discharging level. The single-variable function for each model parameter can be
obtained by first taking an average of the calculated values for a particular %SOC. Then,
combining the datapoints for all %SOC, perform curve fitting again using the equation






The hardware implementation of the lab prototype involved component selection and the
design of the sensing circuits. The following discussion provides an overview of the selected
components’ characteristics used in the lab prototype and a detailed analysis on the sensing
circuitry.
B.1.1 DSP Microcontroller
Texas Instrument TMS320F2808 32-Bit Digital Signal Processor (DSP) was chosen as the
microcontroller for the lab prototype. The attractive features of this DSP include fast CPU
(100MHz), 128KB of Flash memory, 16 PWM outputs, 35 GPIO channels, 16 channels of
12-bit ADC with a high conversion rate (160ns), and floating point calculation support.
The TMS320F2808 Experimenter Kit was chosen to use alongside with the DSP for quick
prototyping and testing. This experimenter kit has a docking station with access to all
signals, and features on-board USB JTAG emulation.
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B.1.2 IGBT Switches and Gate Drivers
The switches for the battery charger were implemented using Powerex CM150DUS-12F
insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules. Each module consists of two IGBTs
in a half-bridge configuration with each transistor having a reverse-connected super-fast
recovery freewheeling diode. Furthermore, each transistor is rated at 600 volts and 150
amperes.
In order to protect the IGBTs from excessive transient voltage and high dv/dt, a metal-
oxide varistor (MOV) with a clamping voltage of 390V and a 0.1F snubber capacitor were
placed in parallel with collector-emitter terminals of each IGBT.
The Powerex BG2C Universal Gate Drive Prototype Board was selected to provide the
gate signal needed to drive the IGBT modules. Each prototype board contains a two-
channel gate drive circuit, which utilizes two Powerex VLA507 hybrid gate drivers and two
Powerex VLA106-15242 DC-to-DC converters. The DC-to-DC converters are intended to
provide fully isolated control power for each driving channel.
The functional block diagrams of the hybrid gate drive and DC-to-DC converter are
shown in Figure B.1(a) and B.1(b), respectively. The drivers use opto-couplesr to provide
isolation for the control signals. The DC-to-DC converter operates from a 15VDC input
and uses a transformer to provide isolation for the gate drive power. A regulated 24VDC
output is split using a resistor and a zener diode to provide +15.8V and -8.2V for the
hybrid gate driver [72].
(a) Hybrid gate driver (b) DC-to-DC converter
Figure B.1: Block diagrams of the gate driver and the isolated DC-to-DC converter
Apart from the series gate resistance (Rg), all the components on the gate driver proto-
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type board were selected based on the recommendations provided in the application notes.
The value of Rg has significant impact of the dynamic performance of the IGBT. In this
application, Rg is designed to be 10Ω to have a good compromise between switching speed
and dv/dt.
Figure B.2 shows the wiring diagrams for the gate driver prototype board. The control
input signals, IN1 and IN2, are standard 5V CMOS logic and are used to control IGBTs
1 and 2, respectively. These signals are active low signals, meaning that the IGBTs are
turned off when these signals are pulled high. A CMOS buffer (TI74HC04) was used to






















Figure B.2: Gate driver prototype board wiring diagram
B.1.3 Battery
Genesis Purelead EP lead-acid batteries were used to form the battery pack and act as the
DC-link voltage source for bidirectional power flow demonstration. Each Genesis battery
has a capacity of 13Ah and the plot in Figure B.3 is used to accurately estimate the
remaining charge in the battery by correlating the open-circuit voltage with the %SOC [73].
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Figure B.3: Open circuit voltage vs. state of charge
B.1.4 Capacitors
The capacitor used on the dc-link is a 2.4mF, 500VDC electrolytic capacitor with a current
ripple limit of ±11A. The capacitor used on the battery side is a 1mF, 500VDC electrolytic
capacitor with a current ripple limit of ±11.7A. Both capacitors are manufactured by
DuraCap. These capacitance values were selected based on the capacitance values used
in simulation and the current ripples processed by the capcitances shown in simulation
results.
B.1.5 Inductors
The inductor used at the battery terminal side is rated at 1mH. This inductance value was
selected since it is the closest inductance value available in the lab to the 0.5mH inductor
used in simulations.
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B.1.6 DC Voltage Sensing Circuit
The circuit in Figure B.4 was used to sense dc-link voltage and battery voltage. The
DC voltage is first given to a voltage divider to produce an output voltage of 3V DC
maximum, as required for the DSP ADC channels. The ratio of the fixed reistaor and
potentiometer determines the input voltage range that the sensing circuit can process.
Following the voltage divider, the scaled-down voltage goes through a voltage follower
for unity-gain buffering. Other than the low-pass filter (LPF), the rest of the circuit is
for analog isolation purposes. The HCNR200 from Avago Technolgoies is selected as the
high-linearity analog optocoupler for isolation. Due to analog isolation, two isolated power
supplies were needed. One +5VDC supply was used for the portion of the circuit up to the
input photodiode and another +5VDC supply was used for the portion of the circuit from
the output photodiode to the low-pass filter. The 650kΩ potentiometer was adjusted to
ensure the gain from the voltage follower to the low-pass filter is unity. The low-pass filter
was designed to have a corner frequency of 9.9kHz to filter out high-frequency noise. U1
is an Analog Devices AD8032 dual amplifier and was chosen to save board space. Finally,


































Figure B.4: DC voltage sensing circuit
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B.1.7 Current Processing Circuit
Control of the DC-DC converter requires current feedback from the current at the battery
terminals. Current measurement was done using LEM current transducer CAS 15-NP. The
current transducer provides galvanic isolation, so no additional isolation circuit is required.
It has a measuring range from -51A to 51A with an output voltage from 0.375V to 4.625V.
Because the output voltage range is beyond what the ADC channels can accept and the
transducer would load the ADC channels if they are directly connected, a voltage scaling
and decoupling circuit is required. Figure B.5 shows the current processing circuit.
The processing circuit begins and ends with a low-pass filter for decoupling and filtering
purposes. Equations (B.1) and (B.2) illustrate the voltage at the negative and positive
inputs of the amplifier U3. The design of the voltage divider prior to U3 was based on the
fact that both voltages at the input terminals of U3 should be equal and the ratio between


































Figure B.5: Current processing circuit
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B.2 Software Implementation
Software development for TMS320F2808 is performed using Code Composer Studio IDE in
C language. The microcontroller is responsible for real-time data acquisition and manipu-
lation, control algorithm computation, switching signal generation, and system protection.
B.2.1 ADC Calibration
The 12-bit ADCs found in DSP inherently have gain and offset errors that affect the
accuracy of the ADCs. Figure (B.6) shows the plot of the ideal and actual gain of an
ADC. The ideal gain has a one-to-one linear relationship between the input and output
with no offset, as described by equation (B.3). However, in the actual case, the ADC













Figure B.6: Ideal and actual gain of ADC
y = x (B.3)
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y = aax+ ba (B.4)
ADC calibration is required in order to compensate for the errors caused of non-unity
gain and offset. The objective of ADC calibration is to find a multiplier δ and an offset γ,
such that
δ(aax+ ba) + γ = x (B.5)
In order to solve for δ and γ it is desirable to solve equations B.6 and B.7.
aaδ = 1 (B.6)
baδ + γ = 0 (B.7)
Figure B.7 shows the block diagram of signal sensing process. The calibration process
begins by calculating the ideal ratio between the sensed analog signal to the DSP digital
value, as given in equation (B.8). The input range is the range of values that the voltage
sensing circuit or the current transducer can process. For example, if the voltage sensing
circuit has a sensed range from 0 to 100V then the input range would be 100. If the current
transducer has a measuring range from -51A to 51A, then the value for input range would
be 102. The value 4096 represents the number of discrete values a 12-bit ADC has, and
the value 3 represents the analog input of the ADC. After solving for multiplier δ and
offset γ, the actual ratio between the sensed analog signal to the DSP digital value can be
calculated using equation (B.9).
Converter
Circuit Sensing ADC Calibration
DSP
Digital Value
Figure B.7: Block diagram of signal sensing process






Actual Ratio = Ractual = δ ·Rideal − γ (B.9)
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